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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
RELIANCE INSURANCE COMPANY
Plaintiff,
vs.
UTAH DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION,
Defendant.
UTAH DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION
Third-Party Plaintiff
vs .
VALLEY CENTRAL BANK,
Third-Party Defendant
FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
Civil No. C87-2354
Honorable Kenneth Rigtrup
The above entitled matter was tried to the Court, the
Honorable Kenneth Rigtrup presiding, commencing on Tuesday, March
26, 1991 and continuing thereafter on March 27, 28 and 29, 1991.
Plaintiff was represented by Paul R. Howell and Clark B. Fetzer
of Howell, Fetzer and Hendrickson. Defendant was represented by
Leland D. Ford, Assistant Attorney General. Documents were
received in evidence, and some 15 witnesses appeared and
testified in behalf of the parties. Memorandums were submitted
and counsel for the respective parties presented argument at the
conclusion of the evidence. The Court after reviewing the files,
the record, exhibits and having heard testimony and being fully
advised in the premises, now makes and enters its Findings of
Fact and Conclusions of Law as follows:
FINDINGS OF FACT
1. The Plaintiff's predecessor in interest, L.A. Young
Sons Construction Company (Young) was the successful bidder on
the project designated as Project Number IR-80-3(95) 102, Black
Rock to Old Salt Air, Emergency Grade Raise and Slope Protection.
2. Bids were opened on April 23, 1985, the project was
awarded on April 30, 1985, work actually commenced on May 2,
1985, a contract was formally signed on May 13, 1985 and Notice
to Proceed was issued May 13, 1985 by Defendant.
3. Alan Young, President and chief operating officer
of Young, informed John Nye, Defendants project Engineer, shortly
after bid opening that Young intended to use slag for the bid
item identified as "cushion course".
4. The item of "cushion course" is described in sheet
12 of the Special Provisions for the contract as a "pit run
stone, not crushed stone". Said provision further specifies
that, "the maximum dimension on any stone shall be 6 inches and
the minimum dimension shall be 2 inches."
5. Sheet 12 of the Special Provisions specifies that
the cushion course is to be placed "on top of filter fabric along
the embankment and lake bottom where larger rip rap will be
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placed." It further describes construction methods as to the
manner and thickness of placement (6 inches) and further provides
that, "care shall be taken to protect the filter fabric from
damage and to make sure the filter fabric is completely covered."
6. The Special Provision entitled "Filter Fabric"
(sheets 17-20) also specifies methods of placement and surface
preparation for both filter fabric and cushion course. Said
provision reads in pertinent part;
H. . . All vegetation and man-made debris
shall be removed from the area-covered
with filter fabric as directed by the
engineer. The area where the fabric is to
be placed shall be graded smooth, free of
large stones, sticks, limbs or other
debris to prevent tearing or puncturing.
Care shall be excercised in dumping and
spreading the cushion course on the
fabric.
No equipment shall be allowed to
run over the exposed filter fabric or on
the cushion course or mechanically
placed rip rap. Damage to the filter
fabric (cuts or rips) shall be covered
by a patch of filter fabric large enough
to cover the damaged section with an
overlap of two feet minimum on each
side. ..."
7. Defendant's project engineer, John Nye, informed
Alan Young (at the time Alan Young stated their intent to use
slag for cushion course) that slag would not meet the intent of
the Special Provision for use as cushion course. John Nye's
diary entry for May 7, 1985 makes reference to the proposed use
by Alan Young and his conversations with other UDOT personnel
concerning this proposed use.
8. The Pre-construction Conference was held on May 10,
1985 and it is recorded in the minutes of said meeting that Joe
Reaveley then Defendants District Construction Engineer, and John
Nye's immediate supervisor - informed Young that slag would not
be permitted for use as cushion course.
9. Defendant informed Young by letter dated June 7,
1985 that the use of slag for cushion course did not meet the
contract requirements.
10. "Pit run stone" and "stone" are not defined terms
within UDOT's contract provisions. The Court finds that they are
terms which are used within the road construction industry and
are generally understood as naturally occurring materials. "Pit
run" means that it has not been altered from its natural state
and typically includes smooth rounded edged material with some
angularity. The term "crushed" means some mechanical force has
been applied to fracture larger rock or stone and this produces
broken and sharp edged material.
11. The term "slag" whenever referred to in UDOT's
Standard Specifications, is referred to as "crushed slag". It is
listed as an alternate to crushed rock, gravel, natural gravel,
or crushed stone. All references to slag involve surfacing or
paving uses.
12. Young supplied cushion course from a source
referred to as the "Kiewit Pit" which is located approximately
one-half mile further from the project than is the Kennecott slag
pile where Young apparently hoped to produce the slag cushion
course product.
13. The royalty price for the Kennecott slag was 60
cents per ton and the royalty for the material from the Kiewit
Pit was 35 cents per ton.
14. Young produced borrow and granular borrow from the
Kennecott slag pile and rip rap, cushion course and borrow
material from the Kiewit pit.
15. The slag pile consisted of an amorphous mass and
Young used large equipment to rip and breakdown the slag from its
solidified state to sizes small enough to successfully use it.
There was no restriction as to the size of material used for
borrow so long as it was placed and compacted to 95% density.
Granular borrow is required to pass a three inch screen.
16. Material in the Kiewit Pit which exceeded 6 inches
in diameter was used on the project as rip rap. Material which
passed a six inch screen or "grizzley" and which was retained on
a two inch screen was used as "cushion course". Material which
passed the two inch screen was used either as borrow or granular
borrow.
17. The estimated quantity of cushion course listed in
the bid proposal is 37,700 tons. The actual amount used was
18,638.8 tons.
18. Young was paid the unit price which it bid for
borrow, granular borrow, cushion course and rip rap based on
scale weight.
19. On July 12, 1985 Young had delivered a total of
2371 tons of cushion course which had been accepted by Defendant.
20. On July 15, 1985, it is recorded in the minutes of
Young's Management Committee meeting that the "cushion course" on
the "Black Rock Project" is under budget. It was explained by
Young's representatives that this meant the costs of production
were less than Young had estimated.
21. Gary Bolinder of Glen's Excavating and Grading
Company, a local contractor and materials supplier based near
Tooele, Utah, stated that material meeting the provisions of
Sheet 12 of the Special Provisions, to wit, pit run natural rock
material screened to satisfy the size requirement, could have
been supplied to the project for $5.00 per ton in the summer of
1985 by his company. The Court finds this testimony persuasive.
22. Plaintiff presented evidence by its witness, Rex
Friant, which listed equipment by the week and the hour used to
produce cushion course, borrow and rip rap from the Kiewit Pit.
Plaintiff further used "blue-book" rental rates to establish its
costs of production based upon those hours. Plaintiff then
deducted its costs as budgeted for the tonnage of rip rap,
cushion course and borrow actually produced as an offset to the
total production costs. The difference between cost and revenue
as calculated in exhibit 30 is $470,247.70.
23. Rex Friant admitted that "blue-book" rates were
not used by Young in calculating its bid and that Young's own
internal rates were used for that purpose and that they are
generally lower than "blue-book".
24. Plaintiff also calculated its claimed damages
using a slightly different method as explained by Rick Tasker and
as detailed by exhibit 86. The calculation shows "Total Costs at
Relocated Pit" of $940,813. Said exhibit shows Revenue for
Cushion Course and Borrow totaling $367,430.00 but nothing for
_ c __
rip rap despite evidence that Young back charged its rip rap
subcontractor a total of $62,500. The total claimed by Plaintiff
is $573,383.00 without allowance for the benefit obtained from
the rip rap.
25. No records showing Young's costs of producing
borrow or granular borrow in the Kennecott slag dump were
produced for comparison with Young's claimed costs in the Kiewit
Pit.
26. A certified audit was performed for L.A. Young
Sons Construction Company as of October 31, 1985. Exhibit 91
which is a schedule from that audit report shows that with
approximately 97% of the project at issue completed that Young
had a projected gross profit of $1,246,328. Alan Young testified
that the project was highly profitable which testimony is
corroborated by Exhibit 91.
27. Charles Langfitt, a bond claims attorney for
Plaintiff testified that Reliance paid out in excess of $800,000
for claims on the Black Rock Project. There was no evidence that
this represented a loss as a result of work performed on the
contract by Plaintiff or its predecessor Young.
28. Alan Young testified that Young's bid was based on
the assumption that slag could be used for "cushion course" but
that in the event slag was not acceptable that the difference in
the royalty cost between the Kennecott Slag and the "Kiewit Pit"
material would offset the added haul cost to obtain material from
the "Kiewit Pit" and that costs of producing material in the
"Kiewit Pit" were not materially different from the Kennecott
Slag Pile.
29. The Contract as originally advertised and awarded
required that work be completed by October 15, 1985.
30. Section 108.06 of the Standard Specifications for
Road and Bridge Construction of the State of Utah, as amended by
addendum number 2 provides that:
"... When the contract completion
time is a fixed calendar date, it
shall be the date on which all work on
the project shall be completed. . ."
Partial suspension may apply to
working day or calendar day contracts.
it
31. Section 108.07 of the standard Specifications as
amended by addendum Number 2 does allow for time to be added to a
completion date contract for added work, for extra work, or for
"conditions beyond the control or without the fault of the
contractor."
32. As a result of an error by Defendant in the
process of clearing a materials site, Young was delayed while
arrangements were made to secure an alternate source. Defendant
ultimately recognized and accepted responsibility for 43 days of
delay and extended the completion date to November 27, 1985.
33. Paving was completed by Young on October 25, 1985.
Installation of signs was completed January 13, 1986.
34. On January 13, 1986 the top soil had not been
placed and spread, seeding had not occurred, the stress wall was
not complete, permanent paint striping was not installed, some
bituminous paving on a frontage road was undone as well as
general clean-up. No work occurred between January 14, 1986 and
February 24, 1986 due to inclement weather. Work on the project
resumed February 25, 1986 and continued intermittently until
September 12, 1986. UDOT suspended time charges on June 13, 1986
after the top soil was placed, seeding performed and permanent
paint striping accomplished. A final inspection occurred on July
21, 1986 and a punch list of final items requiring completion was
provided Young on July 23, 1986.
35. Defendant incurred documented engineering charges
totaling $82,631.16 between December, 1985 and June 1986.
Section 108.08 of the Standard Specifications provides in
pertinent part as follows:
"... for each calendar day after a
specified completion date that any work
shall remain uncompleted after the
contract time specified for the completion
of the work provided for in the contract,
the sum specified below ($600.00 per
calendar day is the rate specified in"
addendum number 2) will be deducted from
any money due the contractor, not as a
penalty, but as liquidated damages for
Department's increased overhead; ..."
36. The Black Rock Project is a federally aided
project and qualifies for reimbursement of 94.17% of the cost of
approved contract items by the Federal Government. Engineering
charges incurred following November 27, 1985 by Defendant were
billed to the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA),
37. Defendant's project engineer requested authority
for additional concessions as to time charges against the Black
Rock Project from his superiors within UDOT. Mr. Nye consulted
with the Area Engineer for FHWA and obtained the permission of
the FHWA to grant a 42 day time extension for the period when no
work occurred between January 14, 1986 and February 24, 1986.
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38. The 43 day time extension granted by UDOT during
the project and the 42 day waiver of time charges authorized in
October 1986 by FHWA were combined into one 85 day time extension
which was formally integrated into the contract by Supplemental
Agreement Number 12 in late 1986.
39. Defendant calculated the total liquidated damages
based on 158 days at $600.00 per day which amounts to $94,800.00.
At trial it was conceded by Defendant that the actual time period
was 156 days and that $1,200.00 was erroneously assessed.
40. The Court finds that the delay in completion of
the project was not the fault of Defendant but related to
performance of the work by Young or its subcontractors and was
within the capability of Plaintiff or its predecessor Young to
control.
FROM THE FOREGOING FINDINGS OF FACT THE COURT NOW MAKES
THE FOLLOWING,
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
1. The interpretation of the language contained within
Special Provision Sheet 12 (Cushion Course) of the Contract
between the parties must be considered in context with related
contract provisions as well as the ordinary, customary and
generally accepted meaning of the language and as that language
may be understood and interpreted within the construction
industry-
2. The Court concludes that the Special Provision
entitled "Filter Fabric" which includes sheets 17-20 and
specifically sheet 19 contains language which clarifies the
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intent of the cushion course special provision which is to
protect the filter fabric from puncturing or tearing due to sharp
edged material.
3. The Court concludes that there is a difference of
opinion as to the definition of "stone" and specifically whether
slag fits within the definition of "stone". The Court further
finds however that the term "pit run stone" has a generally
accepted meaning within the construction industry. The generally
understood meaning is a naturally occurring rock material which
is generally rounded or worn smooth and while it may on occasion
have some angularity it is lacking- in sharp edges because of the
affects of nature either in the placement of the material or
through weathering.
4. The court finds that the phrase "not crushed
stone", when added to the words "pit run stone" helps to define
the meaning and intent of the planner which was to require a
natural rounded rock material without sharp edges. Crushing by
means of mechanical force creates sharp and jagged fragments
which defeat the obvious intent of the cushion course which was
to protect the filter fabric.
5. The Court further finds and concludes that the
prohibition against crushed stone does not only refer to stone
crushed in a rock rusher but refers to any type of mechanical
force applied to the stone which would cause it to fracture and
to breakdown into smaller individual pieces. Since the slag
existed in a large mass and required ripping and crushing by
means of heavy equipment passing over it to reduce it in size it
-11-
is the Court's conclusion that slag would not qualify for use as
cushion course since if it is considered stone it is then
"crushed stone".
6. The Court finds and concludes that the Plaintiff
did not prove its damages in any event. There was no comparison
between costs incurred in the Kennecott pit with Plaintiff's
claimed costs associated with the Kiewit Pit. The costs claimed
by Plaintiff were based upon rental rates which were higher than
the contractors internal rates upon which its bid was determined.
The Court also finds that Plaintiff's evidence as to its damages
amounts to a "total cost" approach to the calculation of damages
and that it does not meet the threshold requirements which the
Utah Supreme Court has outlined in the case of Highland
Construction Co. v. U.P.R.R., et. al., 683 P.2 1042 (Utah 1984)
for the use of such method. The Court further concludes that the
testimony of Gary Bolinder of Glens Excavating & Grading which
was to the effect that material meeting the specification could
have been supplied for $5.00 per ton is reasonable, particularly
when compared to costs as estimated by Young. This would be a
reasonable measure of damages if it were determined that
Defendant was liable.
7. The Court concludes that the language of the
contract between the parties as to liquidated damages is clear
and unambiguous. Specifically the Court concludes that Section
108.06 requires that "all work is to be completed" by the
completion date when it is specified in the Contract. The
Contract allows for time extensions in the event of added
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quantities or added work and for delay "beyond the control and
without the fault of the contractor." UDOT extended the contract
completion date 43 days from October 15, 1985 for a delay not the
fault of the contractor. All work should have been completed by
November 27, 1985. Delay in completion beyond that date was not
the fault of Defendant.
8. The court concludes that the doctrine of
"substantial completion" is not defined by case law in the State
of Utah and that even though it may have application in certain
cases it is not applicable in this case because of the specific
language of the contract which requires that all work be
completed by the specified completion date. Under the contract
Defendant has limited discretion in the granting of added time or
in the waiver of liquidated damages which otherwise are to be
assessed.
9. The Court finds that Defendant has an obligation to
other bidders to enforce the contract as written, including the
assessment of the liquidated damages. In addition the Court
concludes that Defendant also has an ongoing relationship with
the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), the agency of the
Federal Government which oversees the disbursement of Federal
Highway Funds. In this project, 94.17% of the funding comes from
the Federal Government. If Defendant fails to assess liquidated
damages or grants concessions to contractors which are outside
the contract they jeopardize the relationship with the FHWA and
the cost of such concessions is not reimbursed by the Federal
Government. FHWA rightfully expects and can insist that
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Defendant enforce the contract as written before it is obligated
to reimburse Defendant for the costs of contract performance.
The Court further concludes that the Contract terms are
enforceable as to liquidated damages and that the ruling of the
Court of Appeals in the case of Ted R. Brown and Associates v.
Carnes Corporation, 753 P.2 964 (Utah Court of Appeals 1988) is
controlling here in that Plaintiff's claimed injury results from
the exercise of contractual rights by the Defendant.
10. Defendant sought and obtained the concurrence of
FHWA in the granting of a 42 day waiver of liquidated damages for
the time during January and February of 1986 when no work was
performed on the project. The Court concludes that Defendant
acted reasonably and responsibly in obtaining the concession.
11. The Court further concludes that the evidence
shows a reasonable relationship between Defendant's actual
engineering charges incurred during the period beginning November
28, 1985 and June 13, 1986 and the assessment of liquidated
damages based on the contractually agreed upon amount of $600.00
per calendar day less the 42 day waiver allowed in January and
February, 1986.
The Court further concludes that in addition to
documented engineering charges prior to June 13, 1986 when
charges were suspended there was ample evidence of added overhead
expenses which Defendant incurred as a result of Young's failure
to complete the work on time through September of 1986.
12. The parties stipulated that Defendant's assessment
of 158 days was an error and that the actual number of days to be
charged should have been 156. The Court finds and concludes that
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Plaintiff is entitled to an award of $1,200.00 for the said two
days plus interest thereon from June 13, 1986 at the rate of 10%
per annum under Court 3 of Plaintiff's amended Complaint.
13. Plaintiff's claim involving Cushion Course is set
forth in Count I of its Amended Complaint and as to said claim it
is ordered dismissed, no cause of action , based upon the
evidence herein.
14. The Court concludes that Defendant is entitled to
is costs incurred herein.
DATED this day of April, 1991.
Judge Kenneth Rigtrup
-15-
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IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT FOR
8ALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
* * *
RELIANCE INSURANCE CO.,
Plaintiff,
-vs*
UTAH DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION,
Defendant.
COPY
Case No. 870902354 CV
BENCH DECISION
BE IT REMEMBERED that on the 4th day of
April, 1991, at 10*00 o'clock a.nw, this cause came on
for trial before the HONORABLE KENNETH RIGTRUP,
District Court, without a jury in the Salt Lake County
Courthouse, Salt Lake City, Utah*
APPEARANCE Si
For the Plaintiffi CLARK FETZER
Attorney at Law
For the Defendant: LELAND D4 FORD
Attorney at Law
CAT by* CARLTON S. MAY, CSR, RPR
r1 date, it shall be the date on which all the work on
2 the project shall be completed•"
3 That language is clear and unambiguous
4 and consistent with the Ted R. Brown case, and other
5 cases therein cited, as well as other cases the
6 Court's familiar with*
7 The Court feels that it is without power
8 to modify, through the application of the Substantial
9 Completion Doc trine documents language which is
10 otherwise clear end unambiguous,
11 With respect to the reasonableness of
12 damages as provided under the liquidated-damage clause
13 as compared with damages actually incurred, one reason
14 liquidated-daaages clauses are utilized is because
15 they are sometimes difficult, or not susceptible of
16 quicker ready calculation.
17 In this case, the Court recognizes that
18 substantial federal participation is involved, and
19 that the Utah Department of Transportation has an
20 ongoing relationship with the Federal Highway
21 Administration* And it is in a position that it has
22 an obligation, not only to deal fairly with Utah
23 contractors, or other contractors which perform work
24 in the State of Utah, but it has an obligation to the
25 Federal Government, through the Federal Highway
11
r-
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Department, to enforce the clear terms and provisions
of its contracts* How much that relationship, if any,
would be damaged through a loose administration of
those contracts or through not insisting upon
reasonable performance, the Court would conclude is
not susceptible of quantification; and, therefore,
could not attribute a damage amount, thereto.
How much the relationship of the Utah
Department of Transportation might be damaged by not
dealing evenly and in a fair fashion with competitive
bidders, who all would have a similar contractual
obligation to complete by a fixed date, the Court
certainly cannot quantify*
However, the Court does feel that there
is ample evidence in this record indicating and
supporting the notion that some 65 or 70,000 -- I
can't recall the specific figures -- of continuing
overhead costs, which because of the State/Federal
relationship in Federal participation in funding,
requires the Utah Department of Transportation to
assign specific overhead costs and to specific
projects, the Court finds, from all of that evidence,
that there •s substantial evidence that there is some
reasonable correlation between the damages actually
incurred and those provided in the liquidated-damage
12
1 provision*
2 Accordingly, the Court finds that other
3 than the $1,200 adjustment. Plaintiff is not entitled
4 to further relief from the assessment of the $93,600
5 liquidated damages*
6 Defendant, udot, should be awarded its
7 taxable costs* I suppose, it follows that the
8 Plaintiff is entitled to ten-percent interest on its
9 $1,200, from and after June 13, 1986*
10 Are there any questions?
11 MR. BOWELLt I have no questions, Your
12 Honor*
13 MR* FORDi No, Your Honor. Thank you.
14 THE COURT? Can you draft appropriate
15 findings, conelusions?
16 MR* FORDt I Will*
17 THE COURT* I did not state, in
18 particularity, other facts which I find to be true and
19 was impressed with* Certainly, the testimony of the
20 materials supplier, that materials could have been
21 supplied and delivered in the range of five dollars to
22 five and a half dollars, was tangible, believable
23 evidence* And the specific costs found on the cost
24 estimates of Mr. Friant, one figure was 79 cents, I
25 think? the other was 71 or $1.50. And in terms of
13
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N THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
RELIANCE INSURANCE COMPANY
PLAINTIFF,
-VS-
UTAH DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION,
DEF FNDANT.
UTAH DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATI ON,
TH IRD-PARTY
PLAINTIFF,
-VS-
VALLEY CENTRAL BANK,
THI RD-PARTY
DEFENDANT.
CIVIL NO. C-87-2354
BEFORE JUDGE KENNETH RIGTRUP
DEPOSITION OF ALAN YOUNG
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NOVEMBER 22, 1988
REPORTED BY:
JANE G. SAVILLE, C.S.R., R.P.R
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1 THAT LENGTH OF TIME. IT DOESN'T STAND TO LOGIC WHEN HE
2 SENDS ONE LETTER--THE FIRST LETTER WAS WHEN THE PROJECT
3 HAD BEEN SUBSTANTIALLY COMPLETED AND ASKS FOR THREE WEEKS,
4 WHICH IS THE OCTOBER LETTER. AND THEN IN APRIL HE REQUESTS
5 A LOT MORE THAN THAT. BUT IT LOOKS LIKE YOU ALLOWED US
6 i*3 DAYS TIME EXTENSION AND THAT SHOULD HAVE BEEN ADEQUATE.
7 Q OKAY. NOW LET ME TAKE YOU THROUGH A SEQUENCE
8 AS I UNDERSTAND IT. ON OCTOBER 15TH, WHICH WAS THE COMPLE-
9 TION DATE OF THE PROJECT, THE ROAD WAS OPENED TO TRAFFiC.
10 A UH-HUH.
U Q AND ABOUT 80 PERCENT OF THE PROJECT WAS ACTUALLY
12 COMPLETE. AND YOU CONTINUED TO WORK AFTER THAT TIME THROUGH
13 OUT THE REMAINDER OF THE FALL UNTIL ABOUT THE MIDDLE OF
14 JANUARY, WHEN THE PROJECT WAS OVER 90 PERCENT COMPLETE.
15 AND DURING THAT TIME YOU PUT UP SIGNS, YOU HAULED SOME TOP-
16 SOIL, AND YOU'VE DONE SOME ADDITIONAL FINISH WORK ITEMS
17 TO GET FROM THE 80 PERCENT TO THE 90 PERCENT. BUT THEN
18 THE WEATHER STOPS YOU FROM DOING ANY WORK, AND THEN TOO
19 COME BACK THE FOLLOWING SPRING AFTER THE WEATHER MODERATES
20 AND COMPLETE THE HAULING OF THE TOPSOIL, AND THE PAINT
21 STRIPING AND SO FORTH. BUT DURING THIS PERIOD OF TIME THE
22 CLOCK IS RUNNING EXCEPT FOR THESE EXTENSIONS THAT THE STATE
23 WINDS UP GRANTING.
24 A UH-HUH.
25 Q IS THAT THE WAY YOU RECALL IT?
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A YES.
Q AS NEAR AS I CAN TELL THE STATE ALLOWED YOU <*3
DAYS FOR THE MOVE FROM THE PITS, FROM THE ARCHEOLOGICAL
PIT TO THE OTHER. THEY GRANTED A <*3-DAY EXTENSION, AND
THEN IN ADDITION THERE WAS A *»2-DAY EXTENSION THAT WAS ALSO
GRANTED.
A SO THERE WAS ABOUT 80 DAYS?
Q SO THERE WAS 85 DAYS GRANTED.
A NO, IT WAS MORE THAN ADEQUATE. THAT WAS FAIR.
Q OKAY. NOW, ARE YOU FAMILIAR WITH SUNBIRD
EXCAVATING?
A A LITTLE BIT, YES.
Q WERE THEY THE SUBCONTRACTOR THAT WAS SUPPOSED
TO PLACE AND SPREAD THE TOPSOIL FOR YOU?
A YES.
Q AND DID THEY HAVE DIFFICULTY PERFORMING ON THE
PROJECT?
A EXTREME DIFFICULTY.
Q WHAT WAS THEIR DIFFICULTY?
A I DON'T KNOW WHAT IT WAS, BUT I KNOW MR. JEFFERY,
WHO WAS THE FOREMAN ON THE JOS, WAS TOTALLY FRUSTRATED WITH
THEM. HE PROBABLY MADE *0 TO 50 PHONE CALLS TO THEM TO
GET THEM OUT THERE TO PERFORM ON THE JOB. AND IT WAS
EXTREME DIFFICULT TO GET THEM THERE AND TO GET ANYTHING
DONE.
Qane G- cSauiffe, C.cS-czR.
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Q IN A PREVIOUS DEPOSITION THIS SHEET WAS IDENTI
FIED AS COMING FROM SOME NOTES THAT REX FRIANT HAD MADE.
ARE YOU FAMILIAR WITH HIS HANDWRITING TO KNOW WHETHER THAT'S
HIS HANDWRITING OR NOT?
A YEAH, IT LOOKS LIKE IT.
Q THE PORTION THAT'S HIGHLIGHTED IN YELLOW THERE
INDICATES THAT HE'S TO SEND A LETTER TO SUNBIRD WARNING
THEM THAT THEY WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR DELAYS THAT ARE CAUSER
BY THEIR FAILURE TO PERFORM. IS THAT WHAT YOU GATHER FROM
THIS?
A YES, UH-HUH.
Q DO YOU KNOW WHETHER THAT LETTER WAS SENT?
A I'M SURE IT WAS.
Q DO YOU KNOW WHETHER MONIES WERE WITHHELD FROM
THEM?
A I DON'T.
Q OKAY.
A IT SHOULD HAVE BEEN, BECAUSE THEY WERE, YOU KNOW,
A MAJOR PROBLEM ON IT. BUT, YOU KNOW, I HAD ENGINEERS THAT
DID THAT KIND OF THING FOR US.
Q OKAY. IS THERE ANY REASON IN YOUR OPINION--
OR IN YOUR OPINION IS THERE ANY REASON WHY SUNBIRD COULD
NOT HAVE ADEQUATELY PERFORMED THE WORK DURING THE FALL OF
1985?
A NO, THERE ISN'T.
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1 C WERE THERE AREAS WHERE THEY COULD HAVE PLACED
2 TOPSOIL?
3 A YES.
4 Q AND COULD THEY HAVE SPREAD IT?
5 A YES.
6 MR. FORD: I BELIEVE I'M THROUGH, COUNSEL.
7 MR. MADSEN: YOU WANT TO GO AHEAD, GARY?
8 MR. DOCTORMAN: YOU CAN GO FIRST IF YOU WANT.
9 MR. MADSEN: OKAY.
10 EXAMINATION
11 BY MR. MfDSEN:
12 ,Q I'VE GOT A FEW QUESTIONS ON SOME: OF THESE THINGS.
13 I'LL TRY TO GO 8ACK TO THE BEGINNING AND GO JN THE SAME
14 03DER THAT LEE DID. I'M SURE, AS YOU KNOW, RELIANCE IS
15 ASSERTING SEVERAL CLAIMS AGAINST UDOT THAT WERE EITHER
16 ASSIGNED BY L.A. YOUNG OR THROUGH THE PRINCIPLES OF SUBRO-
17 GATION. THE JOINT CONTROL ACCOUNT WAS MENTIONED. NOW,
18 YOU SAY THAT ACCOUNT WAS OPENED AROUND AUGUST OF '85?
19 a TO THE BEST OF MY RECOLLECTION.
20 q WHAT MONEY WENT INTO THAT JOINT CONTROL ACCOUNT?
21 A AS FAR AS I KNOW THE REVENUE OFF OF ALL THE BONDED
22 PROJECTS.
23 q DID L.A. YOUNG HAVE ANY NON-BONDED PROJECTS AT
24 THAT TIME?
25 a NOT VERY MANY. THERE WAS SOME.
Jane G- cSauille, (2.cS-cJ\.
C.S.R. ASSOCIATES
SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH
license no. 118 (BDl) 532-1262
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
RELIANCE INSURANCE COMPANY
Plaintiff,
vs.
UTAH DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION,
Defendant.
UTAH DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION
Third-Party Plaintiff
vs .
VALLEY CENTRAL BANK,
Third-Party Defendant
DEFENDANT'S POST TRIAL
BRIEF
Civil No. C87-2354
Honorable Kenneth Rigtrup
Defendant, Utah Department of Transportation, submits
this Post Trial Brief in response to the Plaintiff's Post Trial
Brief.
Defendant does not necessarily disagree with the legal
points cited by Plaintiff except to the extent that inherent in
Plaintiff's argument is the assertion that the doctrine of
substantial completion applies in this case.
;z
The fact is that Section 108.06 of the Standard
Specifications provides that the completion date specified in the
contract "shall be the date on which all work is completed." No
allowance is made for time except for increased work or for owner
caused delay. The delay caused by the owner was granted and
extended the completion date to November 27, 1985.
Plaintiff does not attempt to justify its delay in
completing "all work". The facts in evidence clearly establish
that the delay in completion is the fault of Plaintiffs
predecessor, Young, or itself. It would thus be unconscionable
to grant added time since it does violence to the whole concept
of competitive bidding. If a bidder who is faced with a
completion deadline which would mandate added expense and effort
to insure timely completion can intentionally lengthen the
performance time by urging the fact trier to accept the argument
of "substantial completion". Then the bidder in such a situation
may not in fact be the "low bidder".
John Nye'& testimony, while somewhat helpful to
Plaintiff's position, has to be viewed in light of exhibits 64
and 65. Exhibit 65 details the actual charges between January
and June of 1986. A careful review of that exhibit as summarized
by the second sheet of exhibit 64 reveals that over half of the
total charges for construction engineering costs which totals
$65,029.79 was for time related items which Defendant incurred in
an ongoing fashion and which are clearly "overhead" items. They
are simply related to the passage of time and are unrelated to
specific activities. In addition the testimony was that Mr.
Nielsen, the Chief Inspector for the project charged his time and
essentially dedicated his time to monitor and inspect work when
it occurred and to otherwise involve himself with the project.
Mr. Nye was also frequently on the project since he is
responsible for the performance of the work. Clearly much of
their time was unproductive and only necessitated because of the
responsibility, to say nothing of liability, associated with the
extended performance time required. Evidence shows that of Mr.
Nyes total crew of from 12 to 20 people, the salaries charged
equate to between 3 and 4 people during this extended period.
When the time charged by Mr. Nye and Mr. Nielsen is removed from
the totals it is evident that little remaining time was charged.
Plaintiffs argument is minimized and amounts to "nit-picking".
The salaries and other engineering charges assessed in
December 1985 and which total $17,601.37 occurred during a period
when substantial work was underway by the contractor. It is
interesting to note on exhibit 64 that the charges to the project
occurred during one two week period. The total liquidated time
charges for December calculate to $18,600 and this is only $1,000
more than actual charges for 1/2 of the month. The fact that no
time was charged during the rest of December to the project even
though work by Young was underway is indicative that Defendant
did not attempt to load up the project as far as actual charges.
_3_ ••-'- -' -•+
The total amount actually charged between December,
1985 and June 1986 was reduced by 42 days or $25,200. Even this
concession could be criticized by Young's competitors who can
justifiably argue that concessions after the fact are unfair and
violate the principle of competitive bidding.
Defendant believes that the evidence, fairly construed,
shows that Defendant's charges to the project following the
completion date, are conservative and that even though Plaintiff
has attempted to "nit pick" them they never the less meet the
legal test under Utah law. That test is that there must be a
"reasonable relationship" to actual damages. In other words were
they charged to the project pursuant to the way items are
normally charged and do they equate to activities associated with
the project. Defendant submits that Plaintiff really has no
right to question specific activities and work performed so long
as it is project related. If they didn't want to pay for same
they should have performed within the contract time limits. To
the degree that Defendant could terminate charging of time.
Plaintiff's brief really mis-characterizes the way time
was charged by asserting that it occurred after January 8, 1986.
That date is only significant for calculation purposes.
Plaintiff became subject to time charges on November 28, 1985
after the 43 day time extension expired. Time was charged until
June 13, 1986. Only after all work was complete was an added 42
day extension granted to correspond with a no work period in
January and February 1986.
-4- vJ<_ XJ -. w.j»
Defendant respectfully submits that it's assessment of
156 days at $600.00 per day which totals $93,600 should be
sustained. This case is very similar both factually and legally
to the Ledbetter Brothers, Inc. v. North Carolina Department of
Transportation case [314 S.E. 2.nd 761 (N.C. App. 1984)]. That
decision addresses the issue of "Substantial Completion". It is
a completion date contract and suggests that the DOT has
discretion as to when the project is considered complete subject
to restrictions of "good faith". The record in that case as well
as in this one is devoid of suggestions as to "bad faith" on the
part of the DOT. The Ledbetter Court also observes that:
" . . . Aside from their compensatory
function, liquidated damages provisions have
long been held valid and consistent with
public policy as an appropriate means of
inducing due performance (citing Robinson v.
U.S., 261 U.S. 486, 43 S. Ct. 420 (1923). It
would frustrate this policy, and increase the
likelihood of inconvenience and danger to the
public, to allow disputes, over substantial
performance to affect such provisions. The
intent of the damages provision is clear and
its application proper."
Even though said sum is large it is required by the Contract.
Clearly the Utah Supreme Court will enforce seemingly harsh
contract provisions when they are clearly stated. (See Western
Engineers, Inc. v. State Road Commission, 437 P.2nd 216 (Utah
1968), a case which included a delay totaling nearly three years
in the time of performance, attributed to the owner, and wherein
no recovery was allowed because of a "no damage for delay"
provision in the contract. The only relief afforded was a time
extension.)
Defendant respectfully submits that Plaintiff should
not be allowed to profit by its own lack of diligence at the
expense of Defendant since Defendant would then be forced to
expend money otherwise reimbursable from federal aid highway
funds.
syf.
Respectfully submitted this day of April, 1991
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that a copy of the foregoing DEFENDANT'S POST
TRIAL MEMORANDUM was mailed postage-prepaid to Paul Howell,
Howell, Fetzer and Hendrickson, 700 Walker Center 175 South main,
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111, this 2nd day of April, 1991.
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IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
RELIANCE INSURANCE COMPANY
Plaintiff,
v.
UTAH DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION,
Defendants.
UTAH DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION,
Third-party
Plaintiffs,
v.
VALLEY CENTRAL BANK
Third-party
Defendant.
OBJECTIONS TO DEFENDANT'S
PROPOSED FINDINGS OF FACT
AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
Civil No. C87-2354
Judge Kenneth Rigtrup
Plaintiff Reliance Insurance Company objects to
Defendant Utah Department of Transportation's Proposed
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law as follows:
General Objection
Plaintiff objects generally to Defendant's reference to
facts that were not mentioned by the Court in its Bench
c (
Decision read into the record on April 4, 1991, or that are
not implicit in the Court's Bench Decision. Plaintiff has
obtained a copy of the transcript of the Bench Decision and
has made the same available to Defendant. Plaintiff attaches
hereto a copy of the transcript of the Bench Decision and
incorporates it in these objections. The original transcript
of the Bench Decision is on file in this case.
Specific Objections
1. Plaintiff objects to proposed Finding No. 4 on the
grounds that it is not referred to in the Court's Bench
Decision and is not implicit therein (hereinafter referred to
as the "General Objection") and is irrelevant and unnecessary
to the Court's Decision. In addition, the second sentence
contains no reference to date, time, place, or other
information to enable Plaintiff to determine whether the same
is accurate.
2. Plaintiff objects to proposed Finding No. 6 on the
grounds stated in the General Objection and because it is
irrelevant and unnecessary to the Court's decision.
3. Plaintiff objects to proposed Finding No. 8 on the
grounds of the General Objection and because it deviates fr
the Court's characterization in the Bench Decision,
specifically on page 5 at lines 11-17. The Court found that
the common meaning and usage of pit run, in the
construction industry, is material removed from
a pit or bank in its natural state, unaltered
by mechanical force.
om
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The Court did not make a finding as to the meaning of
"crushed."
4. Plaintiff objects to proposed Finding No. 9 on the
grounds of the General objection and because proposed Finding
No. 9 differs from the Bench Decision at page 5, lines 1-10.
5. Plaintiff objects to proposed Finding No. 10 on the
grounds of the General Objection, because it is a
mischaracterization of the evidence regarding the location of
the Kiewit pit, and because Defendant characterizes the source
of material as the Kennecott slag "pile" whereas the Court in
the Bench Decision characterized the source as the Kennecott
slag "pit." See Bench Decision at page 4, line 17, and at
page 7, lines 14 and 19. This mischaracterization of the
source of the slag will be a continuing objection, whether or
not Plaintiff specifically raises it as to each proposed
Finding or Conclusion where the mischaracterization appears.
6. Plaintiff objects to proposed Finding No. 11 to the
extent that it is inconsistent with the Court's Bench Decision
on page 7 at lines 12-16.
7. Plaintiff objects to proposed Finding No. 12 on the
grounds of the General Objection, because it is irrelevant and
unnecessary to the Court's decision, and because of reference
to the slag "pile".
8. Plaintiff objects to the first sentence of proposed
Finding No. 13 on the grounds of the General Objection and
because it refers to the Kennecott slag "pile."
(-••
9. Plaintiff objects to proposed Findings Nos. 14, 15,
and 16 on the grounds of the General Objection and that they
are irrelevant and unnecessary to the Court's Decision.
10. Plaintiff objects to proposed Finding No. 17 on
the grounds of the General Objection, and because it is
irrelevant and unnecessary to the Court's Decision.
11. Plaintiff objects to proposed Findings Nos. 19,
20, and 21 on the grounds of the General Objection and that
they are irrelevant and unnecessary to the Court's Decision.
12. Plaintiff objects to proposed Finding No. 22 on
the grounds of the General Objection, reference to slag
"dump," and because proposed Finding No. 22 deviates from the
Court's Bench Decision as reflected on page 7 thereof, lines
17-20.
13. Plaintiff objects to proposed Finding No. 24 on
the grounds of the General Objection and because the proposed
Finding does not include all of the findings of the Court
stated in the Bench Decision at page 6, lines 21-25 and page
7, lines 1-3, and deviates from those findings.
14. Plaintiff objects to proposed Finding No. 25 on
the grounds of the General Objection and because it refers to
slag "pile."
15. Plaintiff objects to that portion of proposed
Finding No. 27 that quotes the portion of Section 108.06 of
" ". A?
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the Standard Specifications for Road and Bridge Construction
referring to "partial suspension" on the grounds of the
General Objection and because the same is irrelevant and
unnecessary to the Court's Decision. The Court made no
findings or conclusions regarding partial suspension.
16. Plaintiff objects to proposed Finding No. 28 on
the grounds of the General Objection, because it quotes a
provision of the specifications other than that quoted by the
Court in its Bench Decision at page 10, lines 14-17, and
because the breakdown of the 85-day extension is irrelevant
and unnecessary to the Court's Decision.
17. Plaintiff objects to proposed Finding No. 30 on
the grounds of the General Objection, because it is
inconsistent with the Court's Bench Decision as reflected on
page 8, lines 22-25, and page 9, line 1, and because the
reference to work on the project between February 25, 1986 and
September 12, 1986 is irrelevant and confusing, unnecessary to
the Court's Decision, and is adequately treated by the Court's
Bench Decision at page 9, lines 2-9.
18. Plaintiff objects to the first sentence of
proposed Finding No. 31 on the grounds of the General
Objection and because it is inconsistent with the Court's
Bench Decision on page 12 at line 16. The Court made no
reference at any time to engineering charges of $82,000 or to
engineering charges incurred in December 1985. The Court
specifically found that the contract completion date was
- " M\
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extended to January 8, 1986. See Bench Decision at page 9,
lines 2-4. Moreover, the Statement of Stipulated Facts agreed
to by Defendant recites the same fact in number 13. A copy of
the Statement of Stipulated Facts is attached hereto and made
a part hereof by this reference, and is on file and of record
in this case.
19. Plaintiff objects to the portion of proposed
Finding No. 32 that refers to a specific reimbursement amount
on the grounds of the General Objection and because it is
contrary to the Court's express finding, in the Bench Decision
at page 12, lines 2-7, that it is "not susceptible of
quantification" how much the relationship between UDOT and the
Federal Highway Administration would be damaged.
20. Plaintiff objects to proposed Finding No. 34 on
the grounds of the General Objection and because it is
irrelevant and unnecessary to the Court's Decision. The Court
made no finding regarding fault or control.
21. Plaintiff objects to proposed Conclusion No. 2 on
the grounds of the General Objection, particularly the
characterization that the provision of the specifications
regarding filter fabric "clarifies the intent" of the
provision regarding cushion course.
22. Plaintiff objects to proposed Conclusion No. 3 for
the following reasons. First, Plaintiff objects on the
grounds of the General Conclusion. Second, proposed
Conclusion No. 3 deviates from the Court's findings in the
r C
Bench Decision at page 5, lines 7-17. The third and final
sentence of proposed Conclusion No. 3, especially, deviates
liberally from the Bench Decision at page 5, lines 11-17.
There is no need to go beyond or deviate from the Court's very
specific and detailed findings.
23. Plaintiff objects to proposed Conclusion No. 4 on
the grounds of the General Objection and because it is
inconsistent with and deviates from the Court's Bench Decision
as reflected at page 5, lines 11-20. Reference in the second
sentence of proposed Finding No. 4 to the "obvious" intent of
the cushion course is at odds with the Court's statement at
page 3, lines 17-19, of the Bench Decision that the
specifications on cushion course are arguably susceptible of
more than one meaning.
24. Plaintiff objects to proposed Conclusion No. 5 on
the grounds of the General Objection and because it deviates
from and goes beyond and overstates the Court's
characterization in the Bench Decision at page 5, lines 15-17.
25. Plaintiff objects to proposed Conclusion No. 6 on
the grounds of the General Objection, particularly as to the
third sentence regarding costs based upon rental rates, about
which the Court made no reference in its Bench Decision.
26. Plaintiff objects to proposed Conclusion No. 7 on
the grounds of the General Objection. In addition, the second
sentence deviates from the Bench Decision at page 10, lines 24
and 25 and page 11, lines 1-2 (quoting the specification).
r (•
The third sentence also deviates from and goes beyond the
Bench Decision on page 10, lines 14-17 by mentioning "control"
and "fault," about which the Court made no finding. The last
four sentences of proposed Conclusion No. 7 find no support in
the Bench Decision, mischaracterize the evidence, are
irrelevant, and are unnecessary to the Court's Decision. In
particular, the sentence "All work should have been completed
by November 27, 1985," is directly contrary to number 13 of
the Statement of Stipulated Facts and to the Court's finding
that the completion date was extended to January 8, 1986. See
the Bench Decision at page 9, lines 2-4.
27. Plaintiff objects to proposed Conclusion No. 8 on
the grounds of the General Objection and because it deviates
from the Bench Decision at page 9, lines 10-16.
28. Plaintiff objects to proposed Conclusion No. 9 on
the grounds of the General Objection. In particular,
Plaintiff objects to the sentence "FHWA rightfully expects and
can insist that Defendant enforce the contract as written
before it is obligated to reimburse Defendant for the costs of
contract performance." This sentence finds no support or
reference in the Bench Decision. Defendant presented no
testimony at the trial of the action by representatives by the
Federal Highway Administration regarding its expectations.
29. Plaintiff objects to proposed Conclusion No. 10 on
the grounds of the General Objection and because it deviates
from the Court's Bench Decision regarding the amount of
(Defendant's overhead costs and the period during which they
accrued. Reference to $82,631.00 in engineering charges
incurred since November 28, 1985 confuses the issues and
muddles the evidence as found by the Court. See Bench
Decision at page 8, lines 7 and 8, page 9, lines 2-4, and page
12, lines 14-18. Reference to the November 28, 1985 date,
again, contradicts the Statement of Stipulated Facts that the
contract completion date was extended to January 8, 1986, and
goes contrary to the Court's own finding on page 9 of the
Bench Decision, lines 2-4:
The completion date was extended 85
calendar days by UDOT in Supplemental
Agreement No. 12, SA12, to January 8,
1986.
30. Plaintiff objects to proposed Conclusion No. 13 in
that Defendant is entitled only to its taxable costs. See the
Court's Bench Decision on page 13 at lines 6 and 7.
Plaintiff submits herewith its proposed Findings of
Fact and Conclusions of Law based upon the Court's Bench
Decision, and incorporates its proposed Findings and
Conclusions in these objections.
DATED this 2-d day of May, 1991.
HOWELL, FETZER & HENDRICKSON
^ L, /
Clark B. Fetzer
Attorneys for Plaintiff
•.j
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
RELIANCE INSURANCE COMPANY,
Plaintiff, ..
vs .
UTAH DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION,
Defendant.
UTAH DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION,
Third-Party Plaintiff
vs.
VALLEY CENTRAL BANK,
Third-Party Defendant.
FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
Civil No. C87-2354
Honorable Kenneth Rigtrup
The above-entitled matter was tried to the Court, the
Honorable Kenneth Rigtrup presiding, commencing on Tuesday, March
26, 1991, and continuing thereafter on March 27, 28 and 29, 1991.
Plaintiff was represented by Paul R. Howell and Clark B. Fetzer
of Howell, Fetzer and Hendrickson. Defendant was represented by
ogmm
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Leland D. Ford, Assistant Attorney General. Documents were
receOved in evidence, and some 15 witnesses appeared and
testified in behalf of the parties. Memorandums were submitted
and counsel for the respective parties presented argument at the
conclusion of the evidence. The Court, after reviewing the
files, the record, exhibits and having heard testimony and being
fully advised in the premises, now makes and enters its Findings
of Fact and Conclusions of Law as follows:
FINDINGS OF FACT
1. The Plaintiff's predecessor in interest, L.A. Young
Sons Construction Company (Young) was the successful bidder on
the project designated as Project Number IR-80-3(95) 102, Black
Rock to Old Salt Air, Emergency Grade Raise and Slope Protection.
2. Bids were opened on April 23, 1985, the project was
awarded on April 30, 1985, work actually commenced on May 2,
1985, a contract was formally signed on May 13, 1985 and Notice
to Proceed was issued May 13, 1985 by Defendant.
3. The item of "cushion course" is described in sheet
12 of the Special Provisions and in pertinent part reads as
follows:
"Description: This item shall
consist of furnishing and placing a
cushion course on top of filter
fabric along the embankment and
lake bottom where larger rip rap
will be placed.
Materials: Section 611.02 of the
"Standard Specifications for Road
2
r m
and Bridge Construction" and any
addendums thereto which are in
effect on the date of request for
bid shall control with the
following modifications:
The cushion course shall consist of
pit run stone, not crushed stone.
The maximum dimension on any stone
shall be 6 inches and the minimum
dimension shall be 2 inches.
Construction Methods: The stone
shall be dumped into place so as to
secure a rock mass with the minimum
thickness and height as specified.
The cushion course shall be
manipulated to secure a regular
surface of graded sizes and mass
stability. Care shall be taken to
protect the filter fabric from
damage and to make sure the filter
fabric is completely covered...."
4. Alan Young, President and chief operating officer
of Young, informed John Nye, Defendants project Engineer, shortly
after bid opening that Young intended to use slag for the bid
item identified as "cushion course." John Nye in turn stated
that slag did not meet the intent of the Special Provision.
Nye's diary entry for May 7, 1985 makes reference to the stated
intent of Young and also refers to conversations with other UDOT
personnel concerning this proposed use.
5. The Special Provision entitled "Filter Fabric"
(sheets 17-20) also specifies methods of placement and surface
preparation for both filter fabric and cushion course. Said
provision reads in pertinent part;
OC'A•••-J
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". . .All vegetation and man-made
debris shall be removed from the
area covered with filter fabric as
directed by the engineer. The area
where the fabric is to be placed
shall be graded smooth, free of
large stones, sticks, limbs or
other debris to prevent tearing or
puncturing.
Care shall be exercised in dumping
and spreading the cushion course on
the fabric.
No equipment shall be allowed to
run over the exposed filter fabric
or on the cushion course or
mechanically placed rip rap.
Damage to the filter fabric (cuts
or rips) shall be covered by a
patch of filter fabric large enough
to cover the damaged section with
an overlap of two feet minimum on
each side
rt
6. The Pre-construction Conference was held on May 10,
1985 and it is recorded in the minutes of said meeting that Joe
Reaveley then Defendants District Construction Engineer, and John
Nye's immediate supervisor - informed Young that slag would not
be permitted for use as cushion course.
7. Defendant informed Young by letter dated June 7,
1985 that the use of slag for cushion course did not meet the
contract requirements.
8. "Pit run stone" and "stone" are not defined terms
within UDOT's contract provisions. The Court finds, however,
that the common meaning and usage of pit run, in the construction
og'm;7m-
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industry, is material removed from a pit or bank in its natural
state, unaltered by mechanical force.
9. Slag, in its natural state, is an amorphous mass,
which requires ripping, splitting, crushing or the application of
some mechanical force to convert it into a useable form in road
construction. Such mechanical alteration creates stone-like
pieces in irregular shapes with sharp and angular surfaces. The
process of ripping with a caterpillar and a ripper, of necessity,
results in some crushed by-product. While there is a difference
of opinion as to whether slag is rock, it, nonetheless, is used
in rock applications in some phases of construction.
10. Young supplied cushion course from a source
referred to as the "Kiewit Pit" which is located less than one
mile further from the project than is the Kennecott slag pit
where Young intended to produce the slag cushion course product.
11. The royalty price for the Kennecott slag was 60
cents per ton and the royalty for the material from the Kiewit
Pit was 35 cents per ton.
12. Young produced borrow and granular borrow from the
Kennecott slag pit and rip rap, cushion course, borrow and
granular borrow material from the Kiewit pit.
13. Material in the Kiewit Pit which exceeded 6 inches
in diameter was used on the project as rip rap. Material which
passed a six inch screen or "grizzley" and which was retained on
a two inch screen was used as "cushion course," Material which
5
Mpassed the two inch screen was used either as borrow or granular
borrow.
14. The estimated quantity of cushion course listed in
the bid proposal is 37,700 tons. The actual amount used was
18,638.8 tons.
15. Through July 12, 1985 Young had delivered a total
of 2371 tons of cushion course which had been accepted by
Defendant.
16. On July 15, 1985, it is recorded in the minutes of
Young's Management Committee meeting that the "cushion .course" on
the "Black Rock Project" is under budget. It was explained by
Young's representatives that this meant the costs of production
were less than Young had estimated.
17. Gary Bolinder of Glen's Excavating and Grading
Company, a local contractor and materials supplier based near
Tooele, Utah, stated that material meeting the provisions of
Sheet 12 of the Special Provisions, to wit, pit run natural rock
material screened to satisfy the size requirement, could have
been supplied to the project for $5.00 or $5.50 per ton in the
summer of 1985 by his company.
18. Plaintiff presented evidence by its witness, Rex
Friant, which listed time and equipment used to produce cushion
course, borrow and rip rap from the Kiewit Pit. "Blue-book"
rental rates were then used to establish production costs.
Plaintiff then deducted its costs as budgeted in its bid for the
6
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tonnage of rip rap, cushion course and borrow actually produced
as an offset to the total production costs. The difference
between cost and revenue as calculated in exhibit 30 is $470,247.70
19. Rex Friant admitted that "blue-book" rates were
not used by Young in calculating its bid and that Young's own
internal rates were used for that purpose and that they were
generally lower than "blue-book" except for some rented
equipment.
20. Plaintiff also calculated its claimed damages
using a different method as explained by -Rick Tasker and as
detailed by exhibit 86. The calculation shows "Total Costs at
Relocated Pit" of $940,813. Said exhibit shows Revenue for
Cushion Course and Borrow totaling $367,430.00 but nothing for
rip rap despite evidence that Young back charged its rip rap
subcontractor a total of $62,500. The total claimed under this
total cost approach by Plaintiff is $573,383.00 without allowance
for the benefit obtained from the rip rap.
21. No records other than the claims summary showing
Young's actual costs of producing borrow or granular borrow at
the Kennecott slag pit were produced for comparison with Young's
claimed costs in the Kiewit Pit.
22. A certified audit was performed for L.A. Young
Sons Construction Company as of October 31, 1985. Exhibit 91
which is a schedule from that audit report shows that with
approximately 97% of the project at issue completed that Young
7
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had a projected gross profit of $1,246,328. Alan Young testified
that the project was a profitable job among the best of many
projects the company had, which testimony is corroborated by
Exhibit 91.
23. The Court finds that despite the testimony of
Charles Langfitt that Reliance paid out over $800,000 for claims
on the Black Rock project, the evidence did not establish that
Plaintiff or its predecessor lost money on the project itself.
24. Youngs bid was based on the assumption that slag
could be used for "cushion -course." Alan Young testified that in
the event slag was not acceptable that the difference in the
royalty cost between the Kennecott Slag and the "Kiewit Pit"
material would offset the added haul cost to obtain material from
the "Kiewit Pit" and that costs of producing material in the
"Kiewit Pit" were not materially different from the Kennecott
Slag Pit.
25. The Contract as originally advertised and awarded
required that work be completed by October 15, 1985. Section
108.06 of the Standard Specifications for Road and Bridge
Construction of the State of Utah, as amended by addendum number
2 which is applicable to the contract provides that:
"... When the contract completion
time is a fixed calendar date, it
shall be the date on which all work
on the project shall be completed
vy V.I '--> —' *J
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26. Section 108.08 of the Standard Specifications
applicable to the contract provides in pertinent part as follows:
"... for each calendar day after
a specified completion date that
any work shall remain uncompleted
after the contract time specified
for the completion of the work
provided for in the contract, the
sum specified below ($600.00 for
calendar day is the rate specified
in addendum number 2 to the
Standard Specifications and which
was applicable in this contract.)
will be deducted from any money due
the contractor, not as a penalty,
but as liquidated damages for
Departments increased overhead; . .
ti
27. Section 108.07 of the Standard Specifications as
amended by Addendum Number 2 does allow for time to be added to a
completion date contract for added work, for extra work, or for
"conditions beyond the control or without the fault of the
contractor." The contract was extended by a total of 85 days as
is reflected in supplemental agreement number 12 to January 8,
1986. UDOT, pursuant to contract provisions, assessed liquidated
damages at $600.00 per day for a total of 153 days. At the time
of trial UDOT acknowledged an error in its computation and the
parties agreed that 156 days would be the actual number of
calendar days between the extended date for completion and June
13, 1986, when time charges were suspended, and that Defendant
would owe Plaintiff a total of $1200 for the two days.
28. Paving was completed by Young on October 25, 1985.
Installation of signs was completed January 13, 1986.
9
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29. Work on the project continued intermittently until
September 12, 1986 when UDOT acknowledged 100% completion. UDOT
suspended time charges on June 13, 1986 after the top soil was
placed, seeding performed and permanent paint stripping
accomplished. A final inspection occurred on July 21, 1986 and a
punch list of final items requiring completion was provided Young
on July 23, 1986.
30. The Court finds that there is ample evidence in
the record of continuing overhead which was incurred by UDOT
after the project should have been completed, and that there is a
reasonable correlation between the damages actually incurred and
those provided for in the liquidated damages provisions of the
contract and assessed by Defendant.
FROM THE FOREGOING FINDINGS OF FACT THE COURT NOW MAKES
THE FOLLOWING,
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
1. The interpretation of the language contained within
Special Provision Sheet 12 (Cushion Course) of the Contract
between the parties must be considered in context with related
contract provisions as well as the ordinary, customary and
generally accepted meaning of the language and as that language
may be understood and interpreted within the construction
industry.
10
2. The Court concludes that slag material did not
satisfy the requirements of the cushion course special provision
of the contract.
3. The Court concludes that Defendants' refusal to
allow the use of slag as cushion course was a reasonable
interpretation of the contract.
4. The Court concludes that in any event the Plaintiff
failed to prove its damages since its evidence is based on a
total cost approach and is not consistent with the requirements
set out in the case of Highland Construction Co. v. Union Pacific
Railroad, et.al., 638 P.2d 1042 (Utah 1984).
5. The Court concludes that the doctrine of
substantial completion does not apply to the facts of this case
nor is there case law in the State of Utah to that effect.
6. The Court concludes that the language of the
contract in Section 108.06 of Standard Specifications controls
and that unless "all work is done" on the project by the
specified completion date as extended by allowable contract
extensions, that liquidated damages as specified by the contract
apply.
7. The Court further concludes that this case is
controlled by the reasoning of the Court of Appeals in the case
of Ted R. Brown & Associates, Inc., v. Carnes Corporation, et.
al., 753 P.2d 964 (Utah Court of Appeals 1988) and cases cited
therein. The contract imposes a duty on the parties to perform
11
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their contractual obligations reasonably and in good faith. This
Court declines to make a better contract for the parties than
they have made for themselves
8. The Court further concludes that liquidated damages
are used because it is not always feasible to calculate actual
damages.
9. The Court also concludes that it cannot be adopted
as a general precept of contract law that whenever one party to a
contract can show injury flowing from the exercise of a
contractual right by the other, a basis for relief will somehow
be devised by the Courts.
10. The Court concludes that the actual damages
incurred by Defendant as a result of Plaintiff's failure to .
complete the contract timely for continuing overhead reasonably
correlates with the amount of liquidated damages imposed by
Defendant pursuant to the liquidated damage provisions of the
contract.
11. The Court concludes that Defendant has a
responsibility to the Federal Government and an on-going
relationship with the Federal Highway Administration, and they
have a right to insist that Defendant enforce the clear terms and
provisions of its contracts which are financed in large part by
federal funds. This same obligation of contract enforcement is
owed to other bidders as well.
12
12. Plaintiff is not entitled to recover anything on
its cushion course claim as set forth in Count I of the Amended
Complaint and said claim should be dismissed no cause of action
with prejudice.
13. Plaintiff is not entitled to relief from the
liquidated damages as claimed in Count 3 of the Amended Complaint
and imposed by Defendant except for the $1,200.00 which Defendant
conceded. As the balance of Count 3, it should be dismissed, no
cause of action with prejudice.
14. Plaintiff is entitled to interest on the $1,200.00
amount at the rate of 10% per annum from and after June 13, 1986.
15. Defendant is awarded its taxable costs of $163.00.
16. The remaining allegations of the Amended Complaint
as set forth in other Counts, having been previously settled by
stipulation between the parties, should likewise be dismissed
with prejudice. C
day of /9/W^2// / 1991.DATED this 2.
APPROVED AS TO FORM:
CMuIl ft. fyl&u
MMir;
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Rex W. Friant - X
1 little bit of work that had to be done on what is
2 called the stress wall, a few panels that had to be
3 placed on that. There may have been a little riprap.
4 I'm not sure. It didn't seem like there was much work
5 left to be done at all.
6 MR. HOWELL: No further questions, Your Honor.
7 THE COURT: You may cross.
8 MR. FORD: Thank you.
9 CROSS-EXAMINATION
10 BY MR. FORD:
11 Q. Mr. Friant, at the time that your
12 operations were suspended in January, when you finally
13 got the signs up, there was the top soil needed to be
14 placed, seeding needed to be done, the stress wall you
15 talked about; there was some paving -- not paving, but
16 some surfacing on the —
17 A. Marinaroad.
18 Q. Not on the main road, but the frontage
19 road that you were still hauling material on in the
20 March and April time frame, were you not?
21 A. It's possible. I'm not sure.
22 Q. Okay.
23 A. It seemed like we were working on the
24 stress wall, I remember that. I can't remember
25 exactly which areas we were working on at that time.
- ;t:"7.5
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Q. There's a different standard applies in
UDOT specifications if it's a calendar day job as
opposed to a working day job, isn't there, as far as
the way you charge time?
A. Yes.
Q• You have a lot — you as a project
engineer from UDOT know that you have more leeway on a
working day job than you do on a calendar day job?
A . That's right.
£• Now, this job required the contractor to
do one lane in each direction. I"think it was the
outside lane that you did first. You had to raise the
outside lane, pave that, and then turn around on that
and then do the inside lane, is that the sequence?
A- x believe it was. It's been so long ago
on that that I can't remember for sure.
Q- So you've got -- this is probably the
worst of all scenarios. You've got a lake that's
threatening to inundate the road; you've got traffic
on 1-80 because of all the summer traffic that comes
from tourists; and you're trying to raise a road and
do it in a safe manner?
A. Yes .
Q. So UDOT clearly had a reason for
specifying a completion date, didn't they?.'. -
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MR. HOWELL: Objection. Calls for a conclusion.
MR. FORD: It's cross-examination.
THE COURT: Overruled.
THE WITNESS: Yes, on that basis they did.
Q* (BY MR. FORD) So really what UDOT is
saying to the industry that's proposing to bid on this
job is we want you to get in here, get the work done
and get out, because it's unsafe to have to build a
road under traffic, isn't it?
MR. HOWELL: Objection. No foundation and also
calls for an opinion."
THE COURT: Sustained.
Q- (BY MR. FORD) Mr. Friant, are you aware
of traffic control requirements on highway projects?
A. Yes.
Q- And is it not a fact that any time that a
contractor has to build a road under traffic, that
he's under very stringent requirements?
A. That's true.
Q. And that's because there are very serious
consequences any time an accident occurs?
A . That 's right.
Q • It would be much more desirable, would it
not, to be able to build a road and not have to
contend with traffic?
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we had a subcontractor doing it at that time. I think
it was B and A Associates.
Q* Didn't B and A tell the top soil guy if
you knock those down you'll put them back?
A. Yes.
MR. HOWELL: Objection. Calls for hearsay.
THE COURT: Tell me what a delineator is again.
THE WITNESS: It's a metal post about four feet
high or so that stands about 42 inches from the edge
of the pavement with a reflector on top. When you're
going down-on a rainy night they show up pretty good
and you can tell where the road is. It delineates the
edge of the road.
Q- (BY MR. FORD) After the top soil was
hauled, what did they have to do then?
A• Well, they should have been spreading as
they were hauling. I don't know if you're referring
to that, spreading. Hauled it and windrowed it up and
come right along behind with a blade grader and spread
i t out.
Q- Does anything get planted in that to
soil ?
A.
Q.
A .
Yeah. It gets seeded.
Was that on this contract, too?
Yes , it was.
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Now, in response to questions by Mr.
Howell, he asked you if you felt like liquidated •
damages should be waivedi your ^^^ ^ m^ n^
requested 14 or 15 weeks, didn't it?
Yes. I'm not sure how many_ It was
approximately that.
Q- All right. If we took your lower number,
H weeks, that calculates to 98 calendar days, is that
correct?
A. Fourteen times seven, yes.
-Q- And the state granted you 85 days. Now,
do you feel that Mr. Nye was unfair with you?
A' No- John was very fair with us.
Q- Okay.
THE COURT: On the 85 days, are you talking
cal endar days ?
THE WITNESS: Yes, sir, calendar days.
THE COURT: Saturdays and Sundays and holidays
included?
THE WITNESS: Yes.
Q- (BY MR. FORD, Now, with , completion day
job, if you run over the time you're charged on the
calendar day, aren't you?
A. Yes.
Q- Rather than just a working day?
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Rex W. Friant - x
That's correct.
So whatever the daily rate specified in
the specification is what you get nicked for?
A- Eventually.
Q- Okay. And the rate on this job w
day, wasn't it?
as $600 a
A- Yes, I believe it was.
°- In your damage exhibit, and I'm sorry, but
I didn 't writ
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
able to look
first week that you show
e that down so I'll have to look it up.
10 Will you turn to Exhibit 26.
(Witness complied .)
Sorry, wrong one. Let's try 30.
Okay.,
If your records are correct, we should be
at the week ending 6/30/85, which is the
as work being done on the
cushion course, is that correct?
A. Yes.
0- We should be able to turn *„ «.vco turn to the weekly
progress reports, and if the stafp h=
ne state has recorded thin
right there ouaht to ho =» «9 t0 be a ^responding referen
there ?
gs
ce
A . Possibly.
^fS turn to Exhibit No. 34, sheet nine.
The entry on 6/26/85 show,
s that you were drillin g and
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1 In transmitting his letter to us, Mr. Ford states he
2 'essentially agrees with the position of Mr. Howell's
3 letter.' Lee requested that Mr. Howell's letter be
4 sent to you for your review and with the request that
5 liquidated damages be waived beyond the point at which
6 the public was able to use the facility."
7 Q. And read the last paragraph on that page
also.
9 A. "UDOT's position on the above problem is
10 we feel there should be some flexibility in the
11 charging of liquidated damages. There are times when
12 neither the public nor UDOT is inconvenienced by the
13 extension of time and the position of Mr. Howell seems
14 to be the correct one. There are other times when
15 either the public or UDOT is experiencing
16 inconveniences and full liquidated damages should
17 apply to force the contractor into completion."
18 Q. Isn't it true that when you wrote this
19 memorandum you agreed with the position that
20 liquidated damages should not be assessed after the
21 project was substantially completed?
22 A. That would be correct.
23 Q. Isn't it true that the Federal Highway
24 Administration refused to concur with this waiver
25 request that you made? JO
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A- Yes.
2- Isn't it true that without concurrence {
from the Federal Highway Administration for the Waiver
of the liquidated damages, that UDOT would be
Penalized by a loss of federal ^^ (
A* That is correct.
0- And the percentage participated in by the
federal government on this project was in exc
percent, is that correct?
A.
Q.
Yes .
And if UDOT granted a ti
ess of 90
roe extension,
^ich the Pederal Highway Administration did not
concur in, the Federal Highway Administration would
not participate in the amount of liquidated „
-Liquidated damages
which were not assessed and that woul
to the state of Utah?
A.
0.
d be money lost
Tha t is correct.
So its failure to agree with
a waiver of
-ges greatly affected your decision to
assess liquidated damages?
Yes .
liquidated da
go ahead and
A.
Q. Isn't it tru
- -- — — uau i n m v j-i n i-i n .. .-_ i
m a
amages, that your decision
would have been to waive them also?
A. Yes.
Am .> f —.'-,<
-' v. ^. •_ ... y
e that had they concurred i
waiver of the liquidated d
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MR. HOWELL: No further questions, Your Honor.
CROSS-EXAMINATION
BY MR. FORD:
Q. Mr. Taylor, isn't it true that in the
position that you occupied that you had really two
people you had to do battle with?
A. That is correct.
q. You had to battle with the contractor and
oftentimes you had to take his position and argue that
to the federal government?
A. That is correct.
q. Even though you may not agree with it or
disagree with it?
A. We had to try and put the two problems --
the two questions together, in effect, and to try, as
Mr. Howell pointed out, to obtain funds, the proper
funds as we saw them, for the state of Utah.
Q. Would you turn to Exhibit 60. I'm sorry.
Excuse me. Turn to Exhibit 58, rather.
A. (Witness complied.)
q. I'll ask you if that is the letter that
was attached to your memorandum of December 4th, which
is Exhibit 59?
A. Yes.
q. And do you recall if you and I discussed
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Q.
Bert L. Taylor - X
this?
A.
Yes , we did.
Did we later have conversation concerning
We did.
Q. I would ask you if you would look at
Exhibits 61 and 62, which are both letters that I
originated to Paul Howell, and ask you if we reviewed
those letters previously?
A. Yes, we did discuss those letters.
Q. And isn't it true that the position of the
Federal Highway Administration was that this would be
an unfair concession to the contractor, because other
bidders, had they known that they could have
additional time --
MR. HOWELL: Objection, Your Honor, hearsay.
THE COURT: Sustained.
Q. (BY MR. FORD) Do you know what the
concern of the FHA was?
A. Yes. It was as you were stating, that
granting excess time — they opposed us doing this in
every case that we tried to do it because, they
stated, it would be unfair to other coi^.Kac^rs who
had bid on the project.
Q. When you wrote the letter to the Federal
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Bert L. Taylor - X
Highway Administration did you have any expectations
or hope that it would be accepted by them?
A- I always write a letter with hope, but I
had some reservations that it would ever be accepted
by them.
2 • Has it been UDOT's custom and practice to
terminate the running of liquidated damages if there
are remaining items of work?
MR. HOWELL: Objection, Your Honor. Irrelevant.
THE COURT: Overruled.
THE WITNESS: State it again, Leland.
Q. - (BY MR. FORD) Can you tell me what the
policy of UDOT has been concerning when liquidated
damages are terminated, or when they're suspended?
A- Normally it's when the pay items are
completed.
Q- And pay items would mean all pay items?
A. All pay items, yes.
Q' And is that typically referred to as the
time that the final inspection occurs?
A. Yes. When the work is completed that's
been asked for, then a final inspection is done.
Q- And at the final inspection, is it not
true that a punch list is generated at that time?
A . Yes . r: •-• ? '-
a!
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Q • And the project is accepted shortly before
that final inspection and liquidated damages are
suspended?
A. If the project engineer feels that the
project is complete then the final inspection usually
goes ahead and it's determined then whether -- it's
usually determined whether some items should be closed
at that time or there might be additional work that is
not completed adequately and maybe the time needs to
continue past that date.
Q- Okay. Do you know what caused the delay
in the completion of the Black Rock project?
A. At this time I'm not aware. I don't
remember what it was.
MR. FORD: I believe that's all.
THE COURT: Anything further?
MR. HOWELL: Nothing further, Your Honor.
You may step down. May he beTHE COURT
excus ed ?
MR. HOWELL: He may, Your Honor, yes.
MR. FORD: No objection.
THE COURT: You may be excused, sir. Thank you
We'll been in recess until 10:00 tomorrow morning.
(Evening recess.)
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THE COURT
Howell .
John F. Nye - D
(March .27 f 1991
You may call your next witness, Mr
MR. HOWELL: Thank you, Your Honor. We call Mr.
John Nye .
JOHN F. NYE,
called as a witness being first duly sworn to tell the
truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, was
examined and testified as follows:
DIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. HOWELL:
Q- Will you please state your name.
A . John F. Nye.
Q. Are you employed by UDOT?
A. Yes.
Q • And what is your position at UDOT?
A. Project engineer.
Q* You've been at counsel table by the side
of Mr. Ford during the course of these proceedings,
have you not ?
A. Yes.
Q- And you are familiar with the Black Rock
project which we've been discussing during the course
of these proceedings?
A. Yes . f- p f p n^r
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1 consideration be given to the contractor for his
2 efforts in completing the major portion of the
3 contract which resulted in saving a major portion of
4 1-80."
5 Q. Isn't it right that on October 25th, 1985,
6 the laying of the asphalt was completed and the
7 motoring public had full use of the entire roadway?
8 A. Tha t ' s correct .
9 Q. Isn't i t true that the road signing was
10 installed and completed on January 13, 1986?
11 A". That's correct.
12 Q. Isn't it true that even though the signing
13 was not completed until that date, January 13, 1986,
14 the lack of the signing did not prevent UDOT from
15 opening up the highway for unrestricted public use on
16 the earlier date, October 25th, 1985?
17 A. That's correct.
18 Q. Isn't it true that after signing was
19 completed by January 13, 1986, there was no
20 inconvenience to the public use of the highway?
21 A. That * s correct .
22 Q. Are you familiar with the project budget
23 on this project, the engineering costs?
24 A. I'd like you to define project budge t.
25 Q. The project engineering budget for your
MT
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1 engineering department to use.
2 A.I get portions of that, of those costs,
3 but I don't, as a rule, get all of the costs involved
4 in our engineering of the project.
5 Q. Don't you get comparisons to show you
6 whether your engineering costs for this particular
7 project were running over budget or under budget?
8 A. On this particular project I think we did
9 receive some costs.
10 Q. You say you did?
11 A. I think we did. What we had was a change
12 in department policy on that, so that some of these
13 costs weren't as timely as maybe they should have
14 been. Again, as a rule, I have a handle on our direct
15 costs. Outside of the project limits, central lab
16 goes out and charges to the project, if we have
17 somebody from the lab go out and review the project.
18 I don't see those costs.
19 q. Do those ultimately get incorporated into
20 the costs for the engineering costs for the project?
2 1 A. Yes, they do .
22 Q. And those don't come back in the summaries
23 showing whether the budget is over or under?
24 A. Maybe a year or so later I get some of
25 those costs. ••-".Lm'^S
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2* Do You know if the Black Rock project
overran the construction engineering budget?
A* I believe it did overrun the construction
engineering budget, because it did extend into '86.
2- Do you have the figures for that, though?
A. No, I don't .
I'll have you turn to Exhibit No. 12, if2-
you wouId.
A.
2-
A .
(Witness complied.)
Can you identify this document?
This is an engineer's estimate made by the
Utah Department of Transportation. It's dated April
17th of 1985 .
2-
A.
Q-
Are you familiar with this document?
Yes .
Is this not the engineer's estimate for
the Black Rock project?
A. Yes .
2- And this is prepared prebid, correct.?
A. Yes.
2- Okay. What was UDOT's estimate of the
cost of construction at that time?
A. $13 ,403,176.05.
Q. That's the total cost, including some
engineering costs, isn't it? Vf1 f'v''7
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Q. Did your crew also -- isn't it true your
crew also plotted cross-sections of the project duri'ng
that period of time?
A. Yes.
2- Again, plotting of these cross-sections
would have had to occur regardless if the project ran
over the time or not?
A . Th at's correct.
2* Isn't it true your crews also calculated
areas in terms of areas on the project during that
periodoftime?
A. That's correct.
Q. And that cost also would have had to be
incurred regardless of whether the project ran over or
not?
A. That's correct.
Q. Isn't it true also that your crew, during
that period of time, went back and checked quantities
on the project for pay items?
A. Tha t's correct.
Q. And that item would have had to occur and
those expenses incurred regardless of the time overrun
of the projec t ?
r
A. That's correct.
I03'7
2- Isn't it true that during the winter
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months of 1986, the majority of the work performed by
your crew was in measuring up pay quantities?
A. That's correct.
Q. And those costs, again, are costs that
would have had to be incurred regardless of whether
the project ran over?
A. That's correct.
Q. Isn't it true, also, that — well, it's a
stipulated fact in this case that supplemental
agreement number 12, that's a change modification to
the contract, effectively extended the contract
completion date to January 8, 1986. It's also a
stipulated fact that on June 13, 1986, UDOT ceased
charging for the time in liquidated damages on the
project.
Isn't it true that you had a field crew of
approximately 18 people during the course of
construction on the Black Rock project?
A. I believe that's correct, yes.
Q. Isn't it also true that during that same
period of time, from January 8 to June 13, 1986, your
field crew was working not only on the Black Rock
project, but also on the project known as the
Lakepoint project?
A . That 's correct . •;"' F ra~ <g
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MR. HOWELL
THE COURT
John F. Nye - D
Back up. January 8th to when?
January 8, 19 8 6.
The project was extended to that
date?
MR. FORD: Your Honor, effectively, for
calculation purposes, it was. But we'll have
testimony which will show exactly how --
MR. HOWELL: I think what we're showing, Your
Honor, and maybe we can look at it now, is SA 12.
2- (BY MR. HOWELL) Isn't it true that there
was a supplemental agreement, SA 12, executed"that
modified the contract time?
A. Yes .
2- Isn't it true that that added 85 days of
contract time to the contract?
A . Tha t is correct.
2' Okay. And if we make a calculation from
October 15th, the contract completion date in the
original contract, and you add on the 85 days, I
believe that comes up, does it not, to the June 8,
1986 date?
A. I believe it does.
THE COURT: Instead of January?
MR. HOWELL: Excuse me. January 8.
THE COURT: And then you talked about January 13
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deemed nonparticipatiug.
Okay. Mr. Howell referred to a letter,
j^WUUU&iQf& Will you turn to that.
A (Witness complied.)
0 This is your memorandum to Bert Taylor
through Joe Reaveley. They're your two succeeding
superiors at UDOT, aren't they?
A . That's correct.
q_ joe Reaveley was your boss and Bert Taylor
was his boss, is that correct?
A> Yes. Joe was the district construction
engineer; Bert Taylor was a chief construction
engineer for the state of Utah.
q. Okay. You are transmitting to them
correspondence from L. A. Young asking for time and
you are saying -- giving all the reasons why you felt
there should be some allowance for time, is that
correct?
A. That's correct.
q. Now, subsequent to that, did you have any
conversation with either Mr. Reaveley or Mr. Taylor
about what you'd be allowed to do?
A. I had constant contact with Joe Reaveley
on the time issues. iia^AfiaaCeite^^fc/h.inJcrby^_e veryon e ,^
tpaSTpos^s ibTy-There"wouTd™be~lTom e'" a11 owane e.srTL'mXd e. So
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11)11 ipi II l| i i »i|w—" i' n-nnirimn I ~l i n ...,, , mf
'*4^pu T^U^^3*i:-t:'e'*M-ssxre'~a"Trd'-'Tia d e -ulJ^TSTSTnj'B r s
-f ar tiftg.
And?
Were you directed to do that by Mr.
Reaveley?
A. Yes .
MR. FORD: I'd move for the admission of the
photographs, Your Honor.
THE COURT: Any objection.
MR. HOWELL: I don't have any objection, Your
Honor .
THE COURT: They may be received.
MR. FORD: This will be Exhibit No. 82, Your
Honor .
Q. (BY MR. FORD) I hand you what's been
marked as KftSX533£SH£SX2?Z. I'll ask you to identify
that document, tell us what it is.
A. *tfaX&i&£33£Ka3SE^
p u xi-rfffies^sriTiTsTe^
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0 Now, can you tell us what date this --
what time frame this occurred in?
iiuM.i '>.*• iiiiiijpmnwiii.il...
ejssa^K^srEsrez^rt^^ '86-
o Okay. You've done some computations on
the top, 242 days minus 42 days equals 200. Where did
you come up with that?
A. I believe the total time that we were
involved with at that particular time was the 200 day
scenario.
q . ttfgfSP^KKt'ib£CTt>"untlnKf_roa-Octo fc>£JM 15 to
A. ^fe*"u^'r5—tX^.c t .
A. Right. Calendar days. That includes --
that's seven days a week, Saturdays and Sundays.
Q. All right. ^^Msa^^MSi^^^^^^^X -i-°.f tn e
1 eJU*stf*woff«CTYISfflXi^^
s a**tOTBEfilCTJl^^ ' * a a s k
you if the; documents or pages attached are in fact
photocopies of a calendar that you kept?
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That's correct, they are.
And were the notations on those calendars
made by yourself?
A. Yes.
C
A.
Q.
paragraph.
A .
extensions
pa ragr aph,
And this came out of your records?
Yes .
Okay. I'll ask you to read the"" second
Again, this is a cover letter. "Time
Saltair to Black Rock." The second
The 42 day time extension runs from
January 14th through February 24th of '86."
THE COURT: That says '85, doesn't it?
MR. FORD: This is '86, Your Honor.
THE COURT: But it says '85, I think.
q. (BY MR. FORD) Can you explain that?
A. This is January 24th of '86 through
February 24th of '86.
q. Okay. There's a note -- a change
apparently. The typewritten figure is '85.
A> it should have been '86. I think I put
' 86 there.
THE COURT: Down below in handwriting it says
' £5 .
THE WITNESS: Oh, right. The 42 day tin.e
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tension was fron January 14th '85 through Febiuary
24th, '85 as' allowed by FHA. That should be '86.
q. (BY MR. FORD) The project was let in '85?
^ _ Yeah. April of '85. When I wrote that
down I put '85 and should have put '86.
Q. Okay.
A. I corrected it up above, but I didn't
correct it on my note here.
Q. Now, you have 14 dates listed there. Tell
us what those dates are, what they represent.
A. 0T5 ISnEeuTa at>^--^h^t:J^^ur-*^-^^t"e^o""a""t"'"h^r e
j6T^«^-j^^^Trt--g^ 1
When you get int.o March, after the end of
February, then you're looking at normally we charge
time. I thought this was a concession by the Federal
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•*f7$hway Administration that they wouldn't take,
:;f?:' on a completion date contract your time goes
n a work dav you are allowed no time charges for
on- on
"December, January and February. So I did get federal
'concurrence on time allowances in the January --
December, January and February area on that basis.
. ^Yu^aafsrrry^—t lift &igTVg^^I^*??^"^^e"^*?.<*""° E^gb-K^-rX
e s s ion
A.
A. #^Afeife^i«h-t •
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That's by direction within the Department,
you have to do that by supplemental agreement?
A. That's correct .
q. So 85 days was granted to the contractor?
A. Yes.
MR. FORD: Your Honor, do you want to break for
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COURT: Up above it has 84 days.
{BY MR. FORD) Can you explain that., Mr.
••II lUli nin'iMd<i'wi.iiL V-"J-^ -^ f' niiJ"",|M->R f i rm 1 , n nmhex—wae-4 5
^^i^^d^4<^^««1^4-3^^^ys^t5r^-^ere--all<>we-dv- I
<^fi^eM,ll%^£J,^J^"ffl'<^^^^^®•£-^"w-a-fi—^1°£^Xe"deralXparti<ti-pe-ting .
Qr Would you please go to Exhibit 58 and
maybe we can clear this up.
THE COURT: You lost me' there again. You said 43
days to the pit and 43 days on the other" thing?
THE WITNESS: We had 43 days allowance on the pit
problem and 42 days allowance under this memo. I want
to just leave you with this. This was a preliminary
run-through. We had more than just myself involved.
There's my boss and his boss, the Federal Highway
•Administration. These are rough numbers here at this
time .
Q. Okay. Flip to Exhibit 58, please. I'll
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ask you if you can tell us what this is?
A. This is supplemental agreement number 12-
It's for the Black Rock to Old Saltair project.
Q. Is it attached to a letter dated November
14, 1986 from Mr. Langfitt addressed to you?
A . Yes, i t i s.
MR. HOWELL: I've got Exhibit 57 for that.
MR. FORD: Excuse me. It is 57. I'm sorry. I
was looking at the tab and not the exhibit number at
the bottom.
Q. (BY MR. FORD) So we're talki-ng about
Exhibit 57?
A. Yes.
0. Okay. And the second sheet of that
exhibit is the cover sheet of the supplemental
a g r e e m e nt that allows for this 85 day extension we've
talked abou t ?
That's correct.
-ttw.4,1MR. FORD: £33h?P^K6'TTo **?*^w e*'rtove'forMh e
-, £.D Lru^i
THE COURT:
THE COURT
**
Any objecti on?
MR. HOWELL: l$0^TFfett^~lfi^Yi*u&*Jl£> nor.
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why they're not going to perfoim until tliey're paid?
A. That's correct.
A .
And I would ask you to look at Exhibit 4
(Witness complied.)
Is this a copy of a letter addressed to
Reliance which you received?
A. Yes.
Q-
A.
It has your initials on the bottom?
Yes .
Q. And informs Reliance that Flasher
Barricades expect payment before they'll complete the
work, is that correct?
A . Tha t's correct.
Q• Now, Exhibits 49 and 59, would you just
look at those and tell me if those letters involve
people that, were associated with Sunbird, again
raising payment problems?
A. That's correct.
A .
Look at Exhibit 52.
(Witness complied.)
This letter occurs after the work is
complete and UDOT suspended time charges. I'll just
ask you if the letter is from Sunbird addressed to L
A. Young, a copy to you, which you've indicated on
page two as receiving on 7/15?
Feae 2 5 9
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A. Yes, that's correct.
Q. Complaining about -- explaining how they
were prevented from performing and how they could have
performed, is that correct?
A. Yes, that's correct.
q. Mr. Nye, this morning we talked about the
role of the Federal Highway Administration in this
matter .
I want to ask you, after meeting with the
Federal Highway Administration and with your
supervisors, do ycu feel that the time was fairly
assessed to the contractor in this project?
A. I do.
q. Do you feel that the Federal Highway
Administration took an unreasonable position?
A . No.
MR. HOWELL: Objection, Your Honor, it's
irrelevant .
MR. FORD: I recognize it's irrelevant, Your
Honor, but I want it understood that we're not blaming
the Federal Highway Administration for anything in
connection with this.
THE COURT: Overruled.
THE WITNESS: That's correct. As I stated, the
25! Federal Highway Administration is there to see that we
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enforce our specifications. It's our duty to go that,
I think .
MR. FORD: Okay. That's all I have.
THE COURT: Redirect?
MR. HOWELL: Yes, Your Honor.
THE COURT: Before you start, is that going to
complete your questions on the issue of extension and
delay on this witness?
MR. FORD: It: probably does, Your Honor.
MR. HOWELL: Thank you. Just a couple of matters
on redirect
REDIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. HOWELL:
Q. Turn to Exhibit No. 49. This is just a
kind of housekeeping item that's come to my attention
that slipped by before. Turn to Exhibit No. 49.
A. (Witness complied.)
q. It appears to me that this letter is not
concerning the same project that we're referring to
here as the Black Rock project. It appears to me that
this is IR-SO-2, Lakepoint to Black Rock project.
Isn't it true that's not this project?
A . Ye s .
A different project, right?
Yes .
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q. Okay. Turn back to Exhibit 34. Let's
start with sheet number 38, Mr. Nye.
A . Okay.
q_ That seems to be a focal point in this
lawsuit. Mr. Ford had you go back through and showed
the days in December when work was and wasn't being
done. I'd like to do the same thl"ng for the remainder
of the period, January through February.
Just glance through there and tell me if
this isn't correct. The signs were installed, the
final signs installed on the project, on 1/13/86?
A . That 's correct .
q# There's no work done on the balance of
that week, correct?
A . That's correct.
O. Turning to sheet 39, there's no work done
on the project during that week, right?
£# That's correct.
q_ Sheet 40, no work done on the project
during that week, correct?
A. That's correct.
q^ Sheet 41, no work done on the project
during that week, right?
A . That's correct.
q^ Sneet 42, no work done on the project
? a a e 2 6 2
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THE COURT: I thought you assured me nothing was
repetitive. I've heard the definition of put run
stone a lot.
MR. FORD: We're not getting into that with this
witness, Your Honor.
THE COURT: Okay. You've been sworn, Mr. Nye,
and are still under oath. You may take the stand.
JOHN F. NYE,
recalled as a witness, being previously sworn, was
examined and testified as follows:
DIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. FORD:
Q. How many people were on your crew in
December of 1985?
A. Approximately 14 people.
And in June 19 8 6 how many people wouldQ.
have been on your crew?
A. Well, with the summer hires, I think we're
looking right around 19 to 20 people.
Q. And how many projects were you responsible
for in December of 1985?
A. There were two projects.
Q• And the one that we've talked about here,
I presume?
rt . i e s .
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Q. And what other project?
A. The Kasler project, which is to the west.
It was west of Lakepoint and Black Rock.
THE COURT: What did you call that?
THE WITNESS: Lakepoint to Black Project. It's a
concrete paving project. The contractor was Kasler.
Q. (BY MR. FORD) And in June of 1986 did you
still have both projects?
A . Yes .
Q. Now, as a result of having to assign
people to this project to monitor work that Young was
completing, how did that affect your operations, your
crew, as far as the Kasler project?
Q. Okay. Did L. A. Young, in the course of
performing the work on the Black Project to Old
Saltair project, perform any work on Saturdays?
A . No .
Q . How about Sundays or holidays?
A . No.
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Q. Would you refer to Exhibit 64, please.
A. (Witness complied.)
Q• Now, referring to the note at the bottom
is this exhibit representative of charges for a two
week period during December?
MR. HOWELL: Objection, Your Honor. There's no
f ounda t i on.
THE COURT: Sustained.
Q • (BY MR. FORD) Have you reviewed this
exhibit since you were on the stand?
A. Yes, I have.
THE COURT: What number is it again?
MR. FORD: E^fcT-bt't^^Caf.
C- (BY MR. FORD) Are you familiar with the
codes that are used for various charges to projects?
A. Yes.
Q- And looking at the left-hand column, do
you recognize those codes as being accurate for the
i terns set out?
A . Yes .
Q• Assuming that this represents a two week
period, looking at the first item, which is 4-0-1, can
you tell from that how many people the amount of $3735
would equate to?
A- C37«-t^^o^-l^^be*^appr.ijxj, mat-e i-y- •thr "e.e' people .
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Q. Now, assuming that three people were
involved in that time period, who would those people
have been, if you know?
^ys^nins^
Q • Is the item 4-10, which involves indirect
costs, related in any way to the payroll?
MR. HOWELL: I'll object. There hasn't been a
foundation laid that this is what it says.
THE COURT: Overruled.
THE WITNESS: Will you state the question again.
Q. (BY MR. FORD) Is the item indirect cost,
code number 4-10, related to item 4-0-1, salaries, in
any way?
H o .
Q- What does indirect cost involve?
A. That would be the rental on the office
trailer, the utilities, gas, lights. We have not only
an office trailer, but we have a lab trailer that we
have to maintain, so you're talking about two
trailers, an office trailer and a lab trailer, all the
utilities that go into them, the gas, water, power.
Those would be some of your indirect costs.
Q• Okay. If I were to ask you to go down the
ran--' .!.-«-
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1 column and look at those various items with the
codings, do those reflect the charges that are normal
and typical for a crew such as yours?
A . Yes .
Q. Please go to the next sheet.
A. (Witness complied.)
Q. Have you examined this sheet as well?
A. Yes, I have.
Q. Looking at the first column entitled
salaries, between January and June of 1986 are you
able to form an opinion as to how many p e-o pie that
would represent from your crew?
MR. HOWELL: Objection, Your Honor. It calls for
an opinion and there's no foundation and this is the
document he previously testified on direct examination
that he wasn't even familiar with.
THE COURT: Sustained.
MR. FORD: Your Honor, I see it's ten minutes to
five. I've asked Mr. Nye to bring some additional
information in the morning, plus we'll have Margaret
Dammaschke here. I would propose to recess arid
continue in the morning.
THE COURT: The court will be in recess until
10:00 tomorrow morning.
(Even! no recess. '<
r a 3 e j> / b
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x (March 29 , 1991)
2 THE COURT: Good morning. You may resume the
3 stand, Mr. Nye. You're still under oath.
4 q. (BY MR. FORD) Mr. Nye, at the conclusion
5 of the day yesterday I asked you if you had records
6 available which would indicate payroll information.
7 Is that true?
8 A. That's true.
g q. And do you in fact have those records?
10 A. Yes. I brought them with me.
11 q. And did you check some of those payroll.
12 records last night?
13 A. Yes, I did.
14 q. Now, I take it you did not have time to
15 check all of the payrolls between December and June,
16 is that correct?
17 A. That's correct.
18 Q. What pay periods did you particularly
19 focus on?
20 A. I started with November and went through
21 and including January.
22 MR. HOWELL: Your Honor, I wonder if we might
23 have a copy?
24 MR. FORD: I'm sorry. He just gave it to me as I
25 walked in this morning. We'll show it to you before
i
i
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we move to admit it.
Q. (BY MR. FORD) And have you summarized the
information that came from the payroll records?
A . Yes .
Q. I wonder if you'd refer to Exhibit 64 in
the book.
A . Okay.
Q. Can you tell us what you found for the
payroll period — excuse me. Going back to Exhibit
64, this exhibit was prepared by someone in the
accounting department at UDOT and did you check the
salary information shown on that against the payroll
pe r iod ?
MR. HOWELL: Objection, Your Honor, lack of
foundation .
THE COURT: Overruled. You may answer that
question. Did you check it?
THE WITNESS: Yes, I did.
from that?
BY MR. FORD) And what did you determine
A. The December charges, based on my
run-through, came to a total of $1,976.89. That's for
salaries. Bear in mind that these were payroll
periods ending December 27th and December 13th, so the
cost there reflect s our salary payroll those week
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endings .
Q. As far as the accounting department is
concerned, how do they track it?
MR. HOWELL: Objection, Your Honor, lack of
foundation .
Q. BY MR. FORD) Do you know how they track
it?
A. What they do is take --
THE COURT: Do you know how they track it?
THE WITNESS: Yes. The charge authority number.
Q. fBY MR. FORD) And do they track it by the
month in which it occurred or the month in which it's
posted?
A. The month in which it's posted.
Q. So if their figure -- if you had two pay
periods in December and you charged a total of $1900
in December, that might not necessarily be an error
because they may be posting a pay period from
Novembe r ?
MR. HOWELL: Objection, Your Honor, leading.
THE COURT: Sustained.
MR. FORD: All right, I'll have him explain what
they do
Q.
A .
BY MR. FORD) Tell me what they do
Essentially what you were saying is
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1 correct. As they get this information they post these
2 payrolls and charges against the project. There is
3 some delay there, possibly, in how they post these.
4 Q. All right. Tell us what you discovered
5 for December, then.
6 A. Based on December, there was Leo Nielsen
7 and myself charged the week ending December 13. Leo
8 Nielsen is my inspector. He charged 38 regular hours
9 to the project and five hours overtime. Now, there
10 was — he charged the balance of his time, which is an
11 80 'hour work week, to the Kasler project. Myself, I
12 have 80 hours posted and I charged those 80 hours
13 against the Young project.
14 On the week ending December 27th of 1985
15 there were no charges made against the Young project.
16 The charges made at that week ending December 27th,
17 '85 were made against the Kasler project.
18 MR. HOWELL: If I might interrupt for a moment,
19 I've let the questioning and the answers thus far, but
20 I would like to lodge a general objection to this
21 whole line of testimony as being irrelevant. I think
22 we've established the project completion date, with
23 the 85 day extension, goes to January 8 and I think
24 it's totally irrelevant whatever charges were incurred
25 by the engineering department before that time.
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THE COURT: What's the relevance?
MR. FORD: I'm trying to lay a foundation to get
both of these documents in.
THE COURT: As I understand it, they're in.
Didn't we admit by stipulation the whole thing?
MR. FORD: That was my understanding, but because
I take the data from there and put it on another
exhibit he has heart burn over it.
THE COURT: Because you're having someone else
explain it than who prepared it. It's a summary. If
he hasn't prepared the summary then you can have to
show that he's familiar with these things.
MR. FORD: In direct examination of Mr. Nye he
brought out the fact that these people were performing
duties which they would ordinarily have to perform in
any wrap-up of any project. My next question is what
Mr. Nielsen did on the job.
Q. (BY MR. FORD) Would you tell us that?
MR. HOWELL: Your Honor, can we have a ruling on
the objection first, please?
THE COURT: That's the problem, the relevance,
what are you intending to show. What does it all
mean?
MR. FORD: Well, I intend to counter his
testimony that he elicited from Mr. Young -- or from
P a o e 3 8 0
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1 Mr. Nye, rather, by showing in fact who the people
2 were that were on the project that were charging time
3 and what in fact they were doing to show that they
4 were there because of the necessity to monitor and
5 track the work that was ongoing. Not because they had
6 to, but some were doing wrap-up, some weren't.
7 MR. HOWELL: I believe his testimony has already
8 shown that: a major ity of that work during the winter
9 months was doing t. hings that were required to be done
10 on the contract regardless of the completion.
11 MR. FORD: That's his characterization.
12 THE COURT: Given the extension to January 8,
13 what does it mean in terms of the time they put in
14 prior to that?
15 MR. FORD: For calculation purposes, Your Honor,
16 there was an extension to January 8, if you want to
17 start the calculation on that date, but really that
18 isn't what happened. There was a 43 day time
19 extension given in April and that took it to November
20 27th. So all the charges in December, we say, were
21 incurred — everything in December on was incurred.
22 Later on we came back and granted another 42 days and
23 that effectively t a k e s it to January the 8th. But I'm
24 not conceding — we're entitled to show what our
25 charges in December and January through June totalled
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1 as a support for the fact that we incurred all of
2 those damages within the time period that we were
3 assessing liquidated damages. That's what I'm
4 attempting to show.
5 Now, you can do the calculation this way:
6 You can say that on November 27th you start the clock
7 and you go to June 13th when they end the work. 198
8 days. Then we came back after the project was done
9 and picked out a 42 day period when we said, okay,
10 we'll give you a credit for that time. So that's
11 really what happened.
12 MR. HOWELL: Your Honor, for the sake of time, if
13 the testimony doesn't go on too long, maybe I'll
14 withdraw the objection for the time being, then.
15 THE COURT: Okay.
16 Q. (BY MR. FORD) Now, Mr. Nielsen was in
17 fact your inspector on that project, was he not?
18 A. That's correct.
19 Q. And if.there was -- it was his duty to go
20 out and check the project every day?
21 A. That's correct.
22 Q. Why is that?
23 A. Pay items required documentation. In this
24 particular case it was extremely important that we
25 monitor the project because of what -- that's why
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we're here right now. We need to make sure that we
keep a record of when work was being done and wasn't
being done and the issues surrounding that.
Q. All right. And you charged time to the
project and that was necessitated by what?
A. Okay. Starting with the first of
December, in that area, the contractor was hauling
riprap to the west frontage road.
Q. Don't get into .details. Just tell me why
you charged time to the project.
A. *4^0BfSHpSHa»Bffir^ r&ct'aafa <*
4L^^^:S?ire"^^i"g-rig*£*£!2vo*:" "I^.!1^^"""^^^ZZ%V2'
ftftXXty in gV3i3C3Li]£«JL"?h !lSe_s '-
Q. So were you on the prp j e.qt^Qn.^a-da'i'l'St
A. £&&
co^tractor.'durinyj^ii^ls^'JBXi^sZS^^^ime ?
A. G^J?*^^"
Q. And did this take away from duties; that
you coulcl have been performing on other projects?
A. Yes.
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Q. Now, looking at the exhibit in front of
you, tell us what dates -- it starts with the week
ending December 13th and the last information you've
recorded is for the week ending February 7th?
A . Yes.
q. On the week of February 7th tell us who
the employees in your office"were, or under your
supervision were, that were charging time to the
9 project.
10 A. Gale Leary, an office technician; there
ll1 was myself; there was Debbie. She's also an office
12 person; Dale Tischner. That's week ending February 7
i
13 q. Now, would they have been checking
Quantities?14
15
16
17
18
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20
21
22
23
24
25
A . Yes .
q. How difficult was it to check quantities
on this project? Everything was ready, wasn't it?
A. Yes .
q. So it's a matter of adding up tickets?
A. Yes.
MR. HOWELL: Objection, Your Honor, leading.
THE COURT: Sustained.
q. (BY MR. FORD) When the contractor
performs work on the project he generates payrolls
that come in and you have to check those payrolls, is
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that correct?
A. That's correct.
q. And that's certainly not something that
you would be involved in if the contractor were
through with work?
A
Q
A
Q
A
That's correct .
Who ordinarily "does'that work?
Debbie and also Dale Tischner.
Who are some of the other people?
Gail checks our payroll and helps Debbie
and Dale. You have to realize that on a project like
this we have thousands of tickets. We might have --
if the contractor is working a double shift on a
project and they're hauling borrow, we could have
eight, nine, 1200 tickets. For each load of material
that goes out we have to make sure that the tonnage is
correct, the gross and net, that the subtraction from
that load is correct, as well as the addition of those
ticket totals. These are compared against the project
ledger and then we make up a partial estimate from
that, and we have to be correct.
q. Refer to Exhibit 36. Is this sheet from
the pay ledger?
A. Yes.
q. on the left-hand column are those dates
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recorded there?
A. Yes.
q. On the colum
tell me what those entries are.
A. These are ticket numbers.
Q. And under the quantity totals where it
says daily, what's that?
A . Tonnage s.
q. And that comes from the total of the
tickets, is that correct?
A. That's correct.. We do this on a daily
basis. Then we double check with the contractor to
re our totals jive on a daily basis.
tinuing on across the page, it
n entitled tickets or station
make su
Q.
suppo
A -
Now, con
15| shows monthly estimate quantity?
A. That' s correct .
Q. This document becomes the document which
rts the monthly estimate, partial estimate?
Yes .
Q# And continuing across the page,
column, is that in fact the dollar amount?
A. Yes.
fs what he would have been paid on
Q- So tha
the last
the estimate, and it's estimate nu,ber four, is that
correct?
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EXHIBIT 4
STATE OF UTAH
STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS
FOR ROAD AND BRIDGE
CONSTRUCTION
(Including Addendum No. 2)
February l, 1985
EDITION 1979
108.06
quality of work. Equipment used on any portion of the project
shall be such that no injury to the roadway, adjacent property
or other highways will result from its use.
When the methods and equipment to be used by the Con
tractor in accomplishing the construction are not prescribed in
the contract, the Contractor is free to use any methods or
equipment that he demonstrates to the satisfaction of the
Engineer will accomplish the contract work in conformity
with the requirements of the contract.
When the contract specifies that the construction be per
formed by the use of certain methods and equipment, such
methods and equipment shall be used unless others are au
thorized by the Engineer. If the Contractor desires to use a
method or type of equipment other than those specified in the
contract, he may request authority from the Engi neer to do so.
The request shall be in writing and shall includes full descrip
tion of the methods and equipment proposed to be used and an
explanation of the reasons for desiring to make the change. If
approval is given, it will be on the condition that the Contrac
tor will be fully responsible for producing construction work in
conformity with contract requirements. If, after trial use of the
substituted methods or equipment, the Engineer determines
that the work produced does not meet contract requirements,
the Contractor shall discontinue the use of the substitute
method or equipment and shall complete the remaining con
struction with the specified methods and equipment. The Con
tractor shall remove the deficient work and replace it with the
work of specified quality, or take such other corrective action
as the Engineer may direct. No change will be made in basis of
payment for the construction items involved nor in contract
time as result of authorizing a change in methods or equip
ment under these provisions.
108.06 Determination of Contract Time: The contract
time for completion will be stated injjie proposal and contract
as: (a) Aspecified completion date*7('b> ^specified number of
working days, or (c) As a specified niiwwr of calendar days.
When the contractbidjjtems ofjtfflk nave bepnfxfmpleted the
time charge will
(a) Specified CoApnJvion Dat*<When thecontract comple
tion timers a fix/tftcalendatMiate, it shall be the date the
108.07
project shall be substantially completed as determined by the
Engineer. 3
(b) Working Day Basis: Computation of contract time on a
working day basis shall commence on the tenth day following
the date of themailing by regular mail of a Notice toProceed
and every calendar day following shall be counted until accep
tance of the work by the Engineer as substantially complete
except as herein provided. Saturdays, Sunday, legal holidays
and periods of suspension of work on all items as ordered by
the Engineer shall be excluded from the computation No
working days will be charged during the months of December
January, and February.
No exclusion of contract time will be made if the work is
suspended due to noncompliance.
Suspension of wor
by the Engine^ sb
case of partial suspe
tractor, the
the basis ofthe proper
performed to the/lota
(c) Calendar Da
pletion is on a cajep
of calendar da
tenth day folio
Notice to Proce
until theEngin
but ndttill items, as ordered
dertifpartial suspension. In
ny default of the Con-
rged shall be computed on
alue of items of work that are
iginal contract amount.
When the contract time for com-
y basis, it shall consist ofthe number
d '" the contract- counting from the
'jTK date °f mailinK of regular mail of ad*id shall include all calendar day thereafter
«r accepts thework assubstantially complete.
The Engineer will furnish the Contractor a monthly
statementshowingthenumber ofdays charged tothecontract
lor the preceding month and the number of days specified for
completion of thecontract. The Contractor will be allowed one
week in which to file a written protest setting forth in what
respect said monthly statement is incorrect; otherwise the
statement shall be deemed tohave been accepted by theCon
tractor as correct.
108 07 Determination and Extension of the Contract
Completion Date: The date on which the work included in
the contract .s to be completed will be stated in the proposal
and contract and will be known as the "contract completion
—(60)-
108.07
The Engineer will furnish the Contractor a weekly state
ment showing the progress of the work with respect to time
elapsed for the proceeding week and the completion date of the
contract.
The "contract completion date" is a fixed calendar date and
it shall be date on which all work on the project shall be
completed.
The "contract completion date" stated in the contract, as
awarded, is based on the original quantities as defined in
Subsection 102.04, anticipated delays that may be encoun
tered due to weather conditions that exist in the area, han
dling traffic, holidays, normal hazards of toatf and bridge
constructiop-find th^xcaption of fcjie time^ytng the months
of Decern"
allowed after
delays or
fault oft
Contrac
valid reaso
Reques/j fir/adBHional "Contract Time"due to extra work
shall be si/fcrf8t\^d by the Contractor, and if agreed upon by
the EngirWerlmade a part of the "Work Order" or"Supple
mental Agreement" covering the proposed extra work at the
time it is/submitted for approval.
Requests for additional "Contract Time" due to delays
shall be submitted to the Engineer in writing by the Contrac
tor within ten days after the time of the occurrence of the
delay. Such requests shall set forth the reasons he believes
will justify the granting of his request. The Engineer will
consider such requests and, if justified, will issue a "Supple
mental Agreement" for approval.
Additional time due to increased quantities for items set
forth in the contract will be allowed by the Engineer for Con
struction at the time final quantities are determined, based on
the following summary:
"Contract time specified in the proposal shall be allowed (o
increase in proportion to the total value of work performed
to the value of the original contract amount. Extra work
covered by Work Order or Supplemental Agreement shall
HpfyiiZnd Febru ir\y. Ad^Yonal time may be
completion dateVoJpjitni work required, for
conditions beyon/n*t/ontrol and without the
rac^orlor for liAre/faed quantities of work. The
ea thatfcnsWUficnt time wasspecified is not a
fir ektor>«i»»nA>r time.
—(611-
108.08
be excluded from the computation. Additional time indi
cated on an approved Work Order or Supplemental Ag
reement shall be added to the contract time."
Additional time to be added to calendar day and comple
tion date contractsshall beaddedin calendar days. Additional
time to be added to working day contracts shall be added in
working days.
Upon approval, the additional contract time shall then be
in full force and effect the sameas though it were the original
date for completion and will be shownas the completion date
plus an amount ofadditional working days. All additions and
requests for additional time will be based on working days.
Any time required to complete the work beyond the contract
time or additional contract time willbe assessedas liquidated
damages in accordance with Subsection 108.08. Failure to
make such requests within the above limits will be considered
as a waiver on the part of the Contractor as to the need for
additional contract time.
Ifthe time required to complete the work is in excessof the
contract time or additional contract time, the charging of
overtimedays will cease when final acceptanceof the project
has been made.
108.08 Failure to Complete on Time: For each calendar
day or workday as specified, or for each calendar day after a
specified completion date that any work shall remain uncom
pleted after the contract time specified for the completion of
the work provided for in the contract, the sum specified below
will be deducted from any money due the Contractor, not as a
penalty, but as liquidated damages for Department's in
creased overhead; provided, however, that due account shall
be takenofanyadjustmentofthe contracttime for completion
ofthe work granted under the provisions ofSubsection 108.07.
Permitting the Contractor to continue and finish the work
or any part ofit after the time fixed for its completion,or after
the date to which the time for completion may have been
extended, winin no wayoperateas a waiver onthe part ofthe
Department of any of its rights under the contract.
The Department may waivesuch portions ofthe liquidated
—(62)—
108.09
damages as may accrue after the work is in condition for safe
and convenient use by the traveling public.
Original Contract Amount
From more
Than
$ 0
25,000
50,00
100,00
500,009
1,000,0
2,000,000
To and
Including
Daily Charge
Calendar Work
Day Day
30 $ 42
50 70
75 105
100 140
150 210
200 280
300 420
When the contract time is on the calendar day basis, or
specified completion date, the schedule for calendar days shall
be used. When the contract time is on a working day basis, the
schedule for work days shall be used.
108.09 Default and Department Right to Prosecute
the Work: If the Contractor:
(a) Fails to begin the work under the contract within the
time specified in the contract, or
(b) Fails to perform the work with sufficient workmen and
equipment or with sufficient materials to assure the comple
tion of said work within the time specified, or
(c) Performs the work unsuitably or neglects or refuses to
remove materials or to perform anew such work as may be
rejected as unaccepted and unsuitable, or
(d) Discontinues the prosecution of the work, or
(e) Fails to resume work which has been discontinued
within a reasonable time after notice to do so, or
(f) Becomes insolvent, or is declared bankrupt, or commits
any act of bankruptcy or insolvency, or
(g) Allows any final judgment to stand against him un
satisfied for a period of ten days, or
(63)—
£schedule, the Engineer may require the Contractor to delay unscheduled
activities until the Engineer is able to accommodate the changed work.
108.06 Determination of Contract Tine: Delete this subsection in its
entirety and substituted the following therefor:
The number of days allowed for completion of the work included in the
contract will be stated in the proposal and contract, and will be known as the
"Contract Time."
When the contract time is on a working day basis, the Engineer will furnish
the Contractor a monthly statement showing the number of days charged to the
contract for the preceding month and the number of days specified for
completion of the contract. The Contractor will be allowed two weeks in which
to file a written protest setting forth in what respect said monthly statement
is incorrect, otherwise the statement shall be deemed to have been accepted by
the Contractor as correct. Saturdays, Sundays, legal holidays and periods of
suspension of work on all items as ordered by the Engineer shall be excluded
from the computation. No working days will be charged during the months of
December, January and February.
When the contract time is on a calendar day basis it shall consist of the
number of calendar days stated in the contract counting from the effective date
as defined in Subsection 108.01, including all Saturdays, Sundays, holidays and
non-work days. All calendar days elapsing between the effective dates of any
orders of the Engineer to suspend work and to resume work for suspensions not
the fault of the Contractor shall be excluded.
When the contract completion time is a fixed calendar date, it shall be the
date on which all work on the project shall be completed.
No exclusion of contract time will be made if the work is suspended for
non-compliance.
Suspension of work on some, but not all items, as ordered by the Engineer,
shall be considered partial suspension. Partial suspension may apply to
working day or calendar day contracts. In case of partial suspension, not due
to any fault of the Contractor, the amount of time charged for each day under
partial suspension shall be as determined by the Engineer, as the greater of:
(1) 0.15 day
(2) the quotient (rounded to hundredths) obtained by dividing the sum of
the bid amount for the specific items of work that are performed by the
total value of original contract amount.
When final acceptance has been duly made by the Engineer as prescribed in
Subsection 105.16, the daily time charge will cease.
108.07 Determination and Extension of the Contract Completion Date: Delete
this subsection in its entirety and substitute the following therefor:
The number of days for performance allowed in the contract as awarded is
based on the original quantities as defined in Subsection 102.04. If
satisfactory fulfillment of the contract requires performance of work in
greater quantities than those set forth in the proposal, the contract time
allowed for performance shall be increased on a basis commensurate with the
amount and difficulty of the added work. Requests for additional Contract
10
fc
Time" due to extra work shall be submitted by the Contractor, and if agreed
upon by the Engineer, made a part of the "Work Order" or "Supplemental
Agreement" covering the proposed extra work at the time it is submitted for
approval.
Requests for additional "Contract Time" due to delays Bhall be submitted to
the Engineer in writing by the Contractor within thirty days after the time of
the occurrence of the delay. Such requests shall set forth the reasons he
believes will justify the granting of his request. The Engineer will consider
such requests and, if justified, will issue a "Supplemental Agreement" for
approval. Failure to make such requests within the above limits will be
considered as a waiver on the part of the Contactor as to the need for
additional contract time.
Additional time due to increased quantities for items set forth in the
contract will be allowed by the Engineer for Construction at the time final
quantities are determined, based on the following summary:
"Contract time specified in the proposal shall be allowed to increase in
proportion to the total value of work performed to the value of the original
contract amount. Extra work covered by Work Order or Supplemental Agreement on
which additional time has been allowed shall be excluded from the computation.
Additional time indicted on an approved Work Order or Supplemental Agreement
shall be added to the contract time."
Additional time to be added to calendar day and completion date contracts
shall be added in calendar days. Additional time to be added to working day
contracts shall be added in working days.
If the Contractor finds it impossible for reasons beyond his control to
complete the work within the contract time as specified or as extended in
accordance with the provisions of this subsection, he may, at any time prior to
the expiration of the contract time as extended, make a written request to the
Engineer for an extension of time setting forth therein the reasons which he
believes will justify the granting of his request. The Contractor's plea that
insufficient time was specified is not a valid reason for extension of time.
If the Engineer finds that the work was delayed because of conditions beyond
the control and without the fault of the Contractor, he may extend the time for
completion in such amount as the conditions justify. The extended time for
completion shall then be in full force and effect the same as though it were
the original time for completion.
108.08 Failure to Complete on Tiae: Delete the table of liquidated damages
and substitute the following therefor:
ORIGINAL CONTRACT
AMOUNT
From
More Than
\ 0
25,000
50,000
100,000
500,000
1,000,000
2,000,000
5,000,000
10,000,000
*
To And
Including
25,000
50,000
100,000
500,000
1,000,000
2,000,000
5,000,000
10,000,000
11
DAILY CHARGE
Calendar Day
Or Fixed Date Work Day
t 45 t 63
75 105
110 154
150 210
225 315
300 420
450^ 630
doD 840
700 980
YOUNG
CONlTKUCriON CO.
L. A. YOUNG SONS CONSTRUCTION CO.
dba LAYS ROCK PRODUCTS and
AMERICAN BUILDING CORPORATION
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
P. 0. Box 730
Richfield, Utah 84701
25 October, 1985
John Nye, Project Engineer
Utsh Department of transportation
2060 South2400 West
Salt Lake City, Utah 84104
Re; Project No. lR-80-3(95)102, Black Rxk to Old Saltair.
Dear John:
We had previously requested a time extension on the abov£ project based on the problems
thet we had encountered In producing theTrecast"concrete"t1ebecks and panels.
We are also requesting additional time on the contract because of the archeolcolcal
problems that we encountered in producing the riprap. "~ "
When we submitted our suppliersjjst we hadjisted Harperjxcayalina as our axreoate
supplt£r_lQLlhe£llumtaous~surte
_coming onto_the job th8t matenals informed us that there wes astripping prn^ipm u,\\h ^
maienalS-twoUix^si^ forced to movejn our crusherfrom
£ODlb£jMob. This caused some delays that__we also fee) should justify aJdUionel time on the "*
project. "
We are requesting that you consider an additional three week extension on' this job because
of the problems encountered.
RexW. Friant
LAYoung Sons Const. Co.
o
^P
Ennzn
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V
L A. YOUNG SONS CONSTRUCTION CO.
db« LAYS ROCK PRODUCTS and
AMERICAN BUILDING CORPORATION
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
P. O. Box 730
Richfield, Utah 84701
YOUNG
CONSTRUCTION CO.
' '(
M f i*{
' _ . i
M
.1 -
{W
14 Nov., 1985
John Nye, Project Engineer
Utah Department oftransportation
2060 South2400 West
Salt Lake City, Utah 84104
Re; Project No. IR-80-3(95)102, Black Rxk to Old Saltair.
De8r John:
Inour letter dated 25 October, 1985 we had outlined a request for additional time on the
above project. In review of that letter, we were requesting additional time because of the delays in
the rip rap operation caused by the move from the designated pit to the Kennecott pit This
problem caused an estimated 6 weeFMf/TnWrlprap operation which caused the pTacement of
. rip rap to extendpest the 15 October deadline.
When we bid the job, we had planned to produce the cushion course as abyproduct of the
„• granular borrow operation at the slag pit. Because of the "intent of the specifications" as
, interpreted by U.D.O.T., we were forced to move our operation to the Kennecott pit, Thisjnpve
„.jt caused 2 to 3 week delay In getting the cushion course going which In turn held up the ripreD
• operation.
Achange order was made to construct the road to the marina. Even though this change
order did not cause the quantities to overrun, additional time was required to build the marina
This extra work extended the amount of time required to complete the project by at least 3weeks.
We had previously addressed the problems with the precast concrete and panels and the "^
delays that cccured in welting for adecision on the sealing problem. This caused at least a three <;
week delay in getting the panels and tiebacks produced and installed. y
Because of these: delays we had to go later into the season which brought even more weather
caused delays.
We feel that we are justified in requesting atime extentlon to complete this project and
hope you will consider our request.
Please let us know when you would like to sit down and dicuss the extention in more detail.
••h Rex W. Friant
L.A.Young Sons Const. Co.
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CHAhtt C OATkAUOH
tlVA N, AXKtSON
UTAH DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
WSTtlCT TWO
5060 South 2400 W«t
Salt Lake Oiy, Utah WltM
April 15, 1986
#c^
Dlftrtof
William D. Hurley, P.
Aiiiitonl Director a
C.V. Anderion, P.E
Oiitrld Director
Blaine J. Koy, P.E.
L. A. Young Sons Construction Co.
P. 0. Box 730
Richfield, Utah 64701
ATTENTION: Rex Friant
Gentlemen:
Subject ( Project IR-80-3(95)102
Black Rock to Old Saltair
This letter is 1n response to your letter dated 11-14-85 concerning
a time extension on the above project.
Outlined 1n your letter 1s a request for time extensions in the
following four areas:
•
1) Six week delay in the rip rap operation due to the required
move from the State designated pit to the Kennecott Pit.
2) Two to three week delay in getting the cushion course going
as a result of not being able to use slag.
3) Three weeks due to the extra work added to the project for
the Parks and Recreation Division.
4) A three week delay due to problems encountered 1n getting
panels end tie-backs for the Stress Wall produced and installed.
The above request 1s for between fourteen and fifteen weeks. The
following time extension will be allowed for each of the above four
items:
1) Project diaries indicate your work 1n the State designated
pit began 5-20-85. You were told to move out on 6-6-85. On 7-1-85
you bagan hauling rip rap from the Kennecott Pit.
//
Letter to I. A. Young Sons
Dated April 15, 1986
Continued - Page 2
frwr\ 5-20-B5 to 7-1-65 1i forty three calendar days. The rip rap
operation did hold up Phase I completion which delayed Phase II
operations as per the schedule of operations, hence, forty three
calendar days will be allowed,
2) On 5-15-85, page 13 of my project diary, Itold Allen Young
and Earn Oeffery that cushion course must be pit run 2" to 6" max
imum. Time started on the project 5-22-85. Based on the above diary
entry, no time can be allowed for this item.
3) Diary entries and weekly meeting notes state that required
project items of work were to be completed before any work for the
Parks and Recreation Division would be done. The Parks and Recreation
work was filler work and kept your company going and busy as contract
Items were completed to your advantage. No time allowance can be
given for this item,
4) Stress Wall panels and tie-backs were not a factor 1n
project completion. Topsoil, seeding, and permanent stripping
have still not been completed as per date of this letter. Final
Stress Wall panels were placed 3-27-86 completing this Hem. No time
allowance can be given for this Hern.
In sunmary, i forty three cTaendar day time extenslcm will be allowed
on the above project.
Sincerely,
cc: Central File
-Project File
r-
LAMAR D. & SONS CONSTRUCTION, INC.
960 North 1600 West * Mapfeton, Utah 84663 * (6011489 3402 * (3011 489-9403
May 9, 1986
Utah Department of Transportation
District 2
2060 South 2400 West
Salt Lake City, Utah
Attention John Nye
Re: IR-80-2(25)97'
West of Lake Point to Blackrock
Dear Mr. Nye,
As you are aware, my company has worked on the above
referenced project for L,A. Youngs subcontractor, Terry
Seiter, T.R.S. Development. Enclosed is a job summary and
copies of our billings on this project. We have had a lot
of trouble on this job due to shut downs for various reasons(see summary), T.R.S, s indecision and the weather.
Recently, my men had to wait three weeks for payroll checks
from T.R.S. that should have been made two weeks before.
T.R.S. is also behind again on paying my men their payroll.'
Because of all of the problems that we have had on this
project, I would like to request that the payments due my
company be issued in a two or three party check. The
invoice amounts are $16494.25 with $3563.75 due for expenses
incurred for our 890 trackhoe in-the-mud expenses. This
last amount is only one half of the total expenses incurred
which Terry Seiter advised me that he would pay if we would
finish the project for him which we have. However, we will
cover one half of the loss. The payroll checks that were
finally issued for my men amounted to $3259,98 (gross) with
another 986.05 past due for payroll. If a two or three
party check could be issued for the total amount of$15811.97, I would appreciate it. if you have any
questions, please contact me. Thank you. ~i0-SJ"" ' '
Sincexely, • < «33M.9N3 ibfrcy-J Vi
LaMar D, Stevenson
President
LaMar D & Sons Const. Inc. /f
CC/LDSCI
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Peterson Trucking & Exc. Inc.
1626 West 11745 So.
Riverton, Utah 84065
June 1L 1986 Phone 801-254-4394
Utnh Department of Transportation
District 2
2060 So. 2400 West
Salt Lake City, Utah
Attention John Nye
Dear Mr. Nye: ^^CSAU/J^^
My company worked on L.A. Youngs projest i?40 I 30^(25)97
west of Lake Point to Blackrock. Subcontractor Terry R. Seiter
of T.R.S. Development or Sunbird Exc. Enclosed is a job summary
& copies of our billing on this project.
I would like to request that payment due to my company
be issued in two party checks to us. The amount on this invoice
is $6,570.00. Payment was due on May 15 1986.
If you have any questions please contact me.
Thank You
L
M^W/A M'yMcAMv,
Pres. Donald M. Peterson
Peterson Trucking & Exc. Inc.
RECEIVED
* JUTJ 17 1SS5
JOHN F. NYE PROJECT ENGINEER
U.D.O.T. DISTRICT 2
PETERSON
•eking & Excavating Inc.
1626 West 11745 South
Riverton, Utah 84065
Phone 801-254-4394
STATEMENT
Sunbird Excfln^^TerryT liter)^ ?£"ed trUCks 'P3 &'«« toHauling top soil to lUl ^"Ui o'n ft.^unfjX?'00 P6r h*«
date
4-07-86
4-07-86
4-08-86
4-08-86
4-15-86
15-86
4-16-86
4-16-86
4-19-86
4-19-86
4-20-86
-20-86
4-21-86
4-21-86
4-22-B6
+-22-86
i-24-86
V-24-86
--25-86
♦-25-86
3-01-86
>-01-86
- o2-86
.-02-86
-05-86:
TICKET^
27
26
28
29
30
31
0
0
1
0
2
0
3
3
0
31
11
31
4
5
34
36
39
40
21
DESCRIPTION
top soil
II II
LOQ*(Js
8
8
1
1
16
17
travel time no work
travel time no work
top soil
travel time no
travel time no
top soil
16
16
10
13
3
4
10
11
6
6
tfork
vork
14
14
11
13
-?•
U'lT PWICE
$45.00
ti
.. i - •— , . ' t i' *
TtRMS: NET X) OAyS TROm DATE Of INVOICE. Ai.L PAST Que iwvnirc
N ACCOUNTS S^L BEAR INTEREST AT THE RATE Cf 1.5% TOTAL
mucK
1*-
P3
P4
P3
P4
P3
P4
P3
P4
P3
P4
P3
P4
P3
P4
P3
P4
P3
P4
P3
P4
P3
P4
P3
P4
t4t-s,
5.5
5.5
2
2
9.5
9.5
1
1
10
10
7
7
3
3.5
6
6
4.5
4.5
1
1
10.5
10.5
10
9.5
ahouwt
*4— -I fi --{l46 ^^fl <L_\ 00
$6,570,00
lb
LAMAR P. & SONS CONSTRUCTION, INC.
960 North 1600 Wast * Mapbton. Utah 84663 * (8011489-9402 * (8011485-9403
Kay 9, 1986
Utah Department of Transportation
District 2
2060 South 2400 West
Salt Lake City, Utah
5 fk*m ^r *. -"
- V*r*\.
fat/ mMtv/' f^'?/i, *f f-rf-<-«* * v
-. >**/*»i*-c^. /wrr (^£5* iss't*or/
~v
Attention John Nye
Re: IR«80-2(25)97'
West of Lake Point to Blackrock
Dear Mr. Nye,
As you are aware, my company has worked on the above
referenced project for L.A. Youngs subcontractor, Terry
Seiter, T.R.S. Development. Enclosed is a job Bummary and
copies of our billings on this project. We have had a lot
of trouble on this job due to shut downs for various reasons(see summary), T.R.S. s indecision and the weather.
Recently, my men had to wait three weeks for payroll checks
from T.R.S, that should have been made two weeks before.
T.R.S. is also behind again on paying my men their payroll.'
Because of all of the problems that we have had on this
project, I would like to request that the payments due my
company be issued in a two or three party check. The
invoice amounts are $16494.25 with $3563.75 due for expenses
incurred for our 890 trackhoe in-the-mud expenses. This
last amount is only one half of the total expenses incurred
which Terry Seiter advised me that he would pay if we would
finish the project for him which we have. However, we will
cover one half of the loss. The payroll checks that were
finally issued for my men amounted to $3259.98 (gross) with
another 986.05 past due for payroll. if a two or three
party check could be issued for the total amount of$15811.97, I would appreciate it. If you have any
questions, please contact me. Thank you.
Sincerely,
LaMar D. Stevenson
President
LaMar D fc Sons Const. Inc.
cc/LDSCI
RECEIVED
MAY 1 9 1986
F.NYE PROJECT ENGINEER
UJJ.0.T. DISTRICT 2
£lJKiNt.k/<JrM\MOR LEASE AGREEMENT
I-- is agreed, that the "following terms are understood and agreed with
.ow*r7op.r.t&rm-bjLeni.d-tHi-L....e and ,W <j "^ ,^3,^
^JS:,.^J^7f will be called the Lessor in the following terms.
1. The rate for hauling asphalt or any other material i.%fjjn c„
rh0ur for_7^.^;/r -£/?-*^ *ft^»o ffA. „X/ /Sfae/^^'^"
2'^A*^e '8ree* t0 ""* in*"rance on .aid &±t.l-y dump truck with
, ^ /^'^n,'* -tat* L property damage and
day cancellation notice to said company.
3.' AstatemYnt~provided'by We lessee will be completed at the end of
:h month and turned into the lessor, office by the fifth (5th) of the
lowing month in order that .check can be issued to the lessee by the
fteenth (15th> of the month. *
«. It is understood that every attempt will be made to give enough
5'°tm 1th* le'80r ^ ,chedule les"" ««><* -ccording to needs.
.. 3. This lease is good for completion of job.
6. Lessor i, not responsible for any fuel, tire repairs, or repairs
lessees equipment. repairs
7. Lessor will • furbish payroll check for lessee.
8. If les.ee put. driver on truck he must be responsible for payroll
<• not lessor. ;
W.l', ;h%f°;i0Uln8 l8/are the "««« "«»«<«>. Phone number(s) and 'iressis) of the person(s) to contact for work or billing.
impy,,^ y/- 7Tp yv^
PHONE NO^j^.?j^? VF.HTH.F NO.^ //» '
CORRECT COMPANY NAME THAT CVtCk IS 7* g£*A0E OUT TO
•SEEy^/aLTty^^ *?r* Trfr-f, «. LESSOR Soy](?^Q
^V.TURE^T^/t^u^, /?<3^vt_^ SIGNATUR
lZj2.LLutLSJZ TITLE ^^l^*>
•*-j£-tT-rt DATE V-79^
f»
^nths must be separated)
3sor Name-/5a.V^/-^ 7^/^ /r/V/*^ PaY Period Ending
V/./tU "l /U ^£>->o ^ -tr s.
iling Address ?^r* //*>o ^ <pir )f * 2Q7ct *S ?V-^Q /
.TE
TRK
NO.
SA%m t/cj
ORIGIN
LiCu.'jio tvvy
&p*Mm?t
sLm //f
a
DESTINATION PFCDICT
11 ft
3 Rca_tL
ncrnhfi.itJ1
11
TICKET NO
&-
3-L
NET
WEI GOT
HGILTS
RATE AMDUOT
S hr , &LsA
3 SE
^?/j. ^
*y«?-.v/w. ?f
<L£Jl frSiftf J7&-JS
SUb TOTAL
DEDUCTIONS
TOTAL
/fe
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rssor H&m±Bp?rjiJ-eS rXl^CL^iytJQ Pay Period Ending,
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>fE
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10/
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SUNBIRD DEVELOPMENT, INC.
L. A. Young
P.O. Box 730 -
F.ichfiald, Utch 84701
Attn: iicx Kaunt
Project: Blackrack to Old Saltai.
#IE-80-3(95)102
rie. fopsoil
July 9, 1966
grade raise
Gent leiuen:
This It iter is to inform you (. _ me stand that Sunbird is
going to take if L. A. Young back charges us ior the late
completion penalties on the above mentioned prcject.
:Vf
1 CiillOu
a sta.t
yet ready to have us start. 1 piaoed five
one. Tie dates of those calls were August
Sepxe.iiber 2?th ar.o October 3ra each Line I
for vaA'ious reasons. Finally on the fifth
I was toll": to go ahead a-id start ti.w job.
prior to the project ca^ieticn Uat<..
j_. A. Youiip; the first
L.ate for this project.
it'.e on August
I was
2, 1385 to set up
informed thai you were not
other calls after this
ICih, August 28th,
was told not to start
call, October 14th,
ri hat was one day
*ve
CO.71
and
Whe
•told L. .h. Young that we would need thirty working days to
pletc the .job. ive started woi r.irp: on October seventeenth
worked for fourteen days until the r.mth oa' i\ove;nher.
[\ winter snows halted all **ork ut til th? following spring.
to a wei sprigs, we tfidr.'t resume wjrk iMtil April seventh
i; conditions v/ji-t dry e.iOiMh to 3e.:Jt it. We wor^e"* for
•jays followed by ten da> s of cow** haa then live more dav>m
and another ten davs of down time* After a..icther thi
/or1m v;e finisned the job taking on-'y 21 working; days
" Ml of tl.j uout. t L.„e KUi due to .-/el weather. Lach
.,;> were mterru.Mec r;y uaa
jOl:, .?.s r-onditiens pei-aited. After we were iiuished,
P.O Box 521076-Salt LakoCit,, Utah W1i2 • (801) 532 1555
latn^r, we started ap again
•:* =
CD
-'x
i X
ui
<
G
•r n win-f
lt>
SUNBIRD DEVELOPMENT, INC.
bad storm generated high waves "Which washed out large amounts
of fill and topsoil* »e repaired t'he ftaniaye which required
fin additional six days." So, w$ finished both tne job and the
repairworK wiln lli Llib thirty---working days.
If the job had been started on time, Sunbird would have easily
"completed it before the project:completion flateT Thereiore,
Sunbird" is not rewponsible for any penalties which the general
contractor may have incurred.
Sincerely,
;?erry Seater
P.O. Box 521076 •Salt Lake City, Utah 84152 - (801) 532-3555
ATIOH COMMIWON
t. LAVAUN COX
CHAHMAN
WAYNE s. wiwn«s
VICt CHAMMAN
O.EMH. CMUtCH
SAMUEL J. TAYIOR
3iAB.ES C CLAYfcAUOH
IlVA H. AfOEOON
star*» y
UTAH DEPARTMEISTT OF TRANSPORTATION
DISTRICT TWO
2060 South 2400 West
Salt Lake City, Utah 64104
July 23, 1986
Director
William D. Hurley, P.
Atslstont Director
C.V. Anderion, P.E.
District Director
Blaine J, Kay, P.E.
L.A. Young & Sons Constr. Co.
P.O. Box 730
Richfield, Utah 84701
Attention: Garn Jefferies
Subject
Gentlemen
Project IR-80-3(95)102
BlackRock to Saltair
>~2
:n
This letter is to formally Inform you that a final Inspection was
made on the above project July 21st, 1986.
The following Items were noted that need correcting before the project
is 1002 complete,-,:
cc:
A) Rework precast barrier wall berms at the Saltal
B) Extend precast barrier wall two sections and re
the westbound approach to the north bent on the
C) Straighten type "B" attenuators and eliminate a
precast barrier wall under the Saltair overpass
D) Backfill columns north bent westbound at the Sa
E) Replace non-breakaway sign posts at the Saltair
wood posts.
F) Place type "B" attenuators around the outside 1
device supports east and westbound.
G) Place required bolts to the precast barrier wal
Saltair structure.
H) Eliminate any snag points on the parapet wall,
connections at the Saltair structure.
r structure,
place terminal on
Saltair structure,
ny snag points with
center bent,
ltair structure.
interchange with
ow structure warning
1 to parapet at the
precast barrier wall,
Your immediate attention to these final Items of work 1s requested.
Leo
p.Genti
Project File
Nielsen /
:ral File •
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L A. YOUNG SONS CONSTRUCTION CO.
db« LAYS ROCK PRODUCTS end
AMERICAN BUILDING CORPORATION
GENERAL CONTRACTORS UIns:^^^^3SSBmi
YOUNG D n n „
CON11TIUCTION CO. "• ^* "OX 'JU
Richfield, Utah 84701
29 July, 1986
John Nye, Project Engineer
Utah Department of Transportation
2060 South24G0 West
Salt LakeCity, Utah 84104
Re: Project No. IR-80-3C 95)102, Black Rock to Old Saltair.
Dear John:
In your letter dated 15 April, 1986, you granted us a 43 calander day time extension. We
appreciate theadditional time that you were able to allow us on this project. However, we would
like you to consider cutting off time for the project from the time that the traveling public had use
of the road.
Because of the bad weather that we were having from latter October until this spring,
Sunbird Excavating was not able to complete the topsoil on the project until May of this year.' This
prevented us from completing our part of the work which could not be completed until the topsoil
was finished.
Finishing the topsoil in the spring of this year did not impead traffic flow through the
project. UDOT did not incurr much additional inspection cost because the Lake Point to Black Pock,
project was going on at the same time that this project was being completed along with the non-
participating portion of this job associated with the Marina Since there wasno costs that could be
attr ibutable to the public not having use of the road and very little cost to UDOT for inspection and
administration, we feel that a large liquidated damage such asyou aresuggesting would be
unjustifiable.
If we cannot work out a solution to the time problem and are still accessed sizeable
liquidated damages we will pass on a portion of the liquidated damages to Sunbird. This would put
an undue finincal burden onSunbird which may put htm out of buisness.
Because of the mitigating circumstances associated with the time overrun on this job, we
hope that a reasonable time extension can be worked out.
0/ti
RexW. Friant
L.A.Young Sons Const. Co
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'••• :;••' ; S^RECEIVtr '"'t ' ;M 'Memorandum- 'utah department of transportation .
...••: ^ -A'J3-' «1:1We: July 30, 1986 -
• Bert Tavlor. P.E., Chief Construct!engineer
FROM : John F. ^J^Pr En91neerW
SUBJECT: ^^zX^^^m^il^: .~" .Bl/ck Rdck to Old Saltair ;,-_ _ .,..-;_. •.--::.-
above project.
The Contractor's letter requests additional time based on the
following:
• nrmM ix srasss»s•na.w
•,:. completed 10/25/85^ 12:00 noon) ~
B) 'Bad weather '^ . . mm .
C) Limited costs toJJ.D.O.T.
D)' Topsoil subcontractor Sunbird
The above project completion {^^SS^.'SSS?^ »^ *
calendar days. I*«}V"-VU 19B6 Th sleaves abalance of 200attached letter dated Apn11.1986. Thl^ of S12Q)000.00.
TSSdS ?nyLctes$s60o?-0tMrrdoliyar1amount in the topsoil item.
• ^,.-ro«i«y:i.d diking p|;««(^fSSdSr«BK2ae£J SK^ffi^tR.^
timely manner, staying ahead f JT0™1 n\ believe, 1n the October 15
. - Great Salt lake. This was ^e Intent, Ibe neve, 10/25/85
' : S^SffuSI; tht ^S^lir^ng was ^.completed. .
•"•;• nAs my -^rendationrthat s^consideration be V™**^ con.
-Atimely resolution 'to this mttter 1s. requested^ ^ .-.
:"----"AT. , . •••" .1. " . -' A;;-, " 30. iW'"Z£ TT ''&.
V / 3FNye/9T.-.-=- " -' '.vAii ."A- ":- • •'1 A- '
cc: Central File , :^A.M, - AMVlaO^
•-.. Project File _;',; -•'-..;'--:.-;•: .-:
J " ""-'* "*•' - •" ~ ' ' ." •* A • ..A -
z?»m-~ -^ '-' • • -.. s"-;'- • '•" •*'• • -.- . ' .<•
wNovember 14, 1986
RELIANCE UNITED PACIFIC
SURETY MANAGERS
Mr. John Nye, Project Engineer
Utah Department of Transportation
District II
2060 South 2400 West
Salt Lake City, Utah 84104
Dear Mr. Nye: File 074-85-00871
Principal: L. A. Young Sons
Construction Co.
Project: Project No. IR 80 3 (95) 102
Black Rock to Saltair
Subject: Supplemental Agreement No. 12
Thank you for your letter of October 22, 1986. Please find enclosed a copy
of Supplemental Agreement No. 12. As you can tell from the enclosed copy,
I have made a number of minor changes to the Supplemental Agreement, which
will reflect that Reliance Insurance Company, and L. A. Young Sons Con
struction Co., are preserving their rights to seek further extension of
time and compensation. As we discussed during our telephone conversation
of November 12, 1986, I have made these alterations in order to preserve
our rights to contest the liquidated damages and the denial of our principal's
cushion course claim.
Also, I believe it is appropriate, since we are not the contractor, for
L. A. Young Sons Construction Co. to approve Supplemental Agreement No. 12.
Consequently, I have deleted my name and the name of our company from the
signature block prepared for the contractor, and have added a second page
which indicates that Reliance Insurance Company, as Surety, has accepted
this Agreement between the State and our contractor, with the reservations
noted.
I have Air Expressed the original of this Supplemental Agreement No. 12 to
Mr. Rex Friant of L. A. Young Sons Construction Co., for execution, and
return to you. Should you have any questions or comments, please feel free
to write or call me.
Very truly yours,
RELIANCE INSURANCE C0KP
Charles W. Langfitt
Bond Claim Attorney
jj
cc: Mr. Rick Tasker
Mr. Paul Howell
Mr. Rex Friant
4
33405 8th Avenue South, C-3O00, Federal Way, V'A 98003 (206) 952-5000
Form R-202 (Rev. 3/71) ' DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTAT1C
Supplemental Agreement No. 12 ; Unit Price Basis
IR 80 -3(95)102
PROJ. NO LOCATION.."Blackrock to Old Saltair
......CONTRACTOR L,A,Y-cumg -Son*Xon*t,-.Xo
This agreement supplements the contract dated 5/13/ 8S between the parties and covers the following wort, at the agreed unit
price ihown, which la to be performed, measured and paid for In accordance with all of the terms and requirements applying as con
tained In the contract, Standard Specifications, special provisions and plans.
No,
10
ITEM
EXTENSION OF CONTRACT TIKE
Federal Participation 42 Calendar Days
Non-Participation (UDOT) 43 Calendar Dfcys
Mfi DAYS THIS AGSEEMETrr B5 Calendar Days
LooQaa Unit 'Afrt+d
UnJt Pne*
85 Calendar Di>vs
£Pg FvVJhJt £ vMMi 1c ^nnrprv-fiTP* ViPr^ln ftS j f sfil fnrth .
fjfi~\ <p.-n.~p, Tnc;n--p.rinp C.nmpar.y syi.-p^rvP1 g.v>fo^+ *~, T,M Ynnng qr.T'c
execution of this agreement
Total Eirimjred Cost
The performance of the above work will eliminate the following wont which Is hereby cancelled:
Amount
1 ! I
2
3
4
'
5
-
$ ^"—"Total Estimated Cost ;
85 m^xxkxxg^t calendar days extension of contract time is allowed for this extra work.
Necessity for this work and remarks: See attached correspondence justifying Time Extension, and
Memo dflt^d anril IS lQRfi.
(Additional remarks will be entered on a separate sheet when necessary)
Received in District Hq. / / by Checked: / / by
Accepted for Contractor: Recommended for Acceptance
/ / (Bonding Co)
Date Firm Name
'By /£ /££-/£<£
Name and Title Bond Claim Security Mngr. Date
Accepted for Utah Department of Transportation:
(Est. Amount Not to Exceed $15,000)
District Engineer
accepted for Utah Department of Transportation:
(Est. Amount in excess of $15,000)
"Strike out one not applicable
Submit cost analysis with this agreement
if
/ /
Date
• Project Engineer
Recommerfdea for Acceptance
(Est. Amount in Excess of $15,000;
/ /
Date District Engineer
Engineer for Construction
Exhibit A to Supplemental Agreement No. 12
between the State of Utah and
L. A. Young Sons Construction Co.
hi .<.] I Si il IM'U II k ^ K: i\ m w
As L. A. Young Sons Construction Co.'s Surety, Reliance Insurance Company
consents to the execution of Supplemental Agreement No. 12 which is amended
to reflect that Reliance Insurance Company, as the assignee of L. A. Young
Sons Construction Company, has fully reserved, and preserved, its rights to
contest the liquidated damages the State intends to assess on the Black Rock
to Saltair project, thereby seeking further extensions of time, and preserving
Reliance Insurance Company's right to pursue further compensation for the
cushion course claim it has previously presented to the State of Utah, which
has been denied.
RELIANCE INSURANCE COMPANY
Firm Name
Charles W. Lang"fit
Bond Claim Attor
jj
" A U . fi. HOWE
C_ACk b F['2EB
D*vi; l muG-eE
November 17, 1986
HOWELL, FETZER £. HUGhES
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW
BU'TE TOC CO'JTININ-T^ BAIN". BUILDING
ECO SOUT« MAI*. STBEr
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84101
Leland D. Ford, Esq.
Assistant Attorney General
State Capitol Building, Suite 124
Salt Lake City, UT 84114
Re: L.A. Young Sons Construction Co., Inc. - Reliance
Insurance Company
Project: Black Rock to Old Saltair- Emergency grade
raise and slope protection.
UDOT contract number: IR-80-3(95)102
Dear M: Ford:
(EC; 3E6-I503
This letter is to follow up our meeting of October 17, 1986. It
is our understanding that the project was open for full and
unrestricted public use on October 17, 19B5. It is Reliance's
position that the project was substantially complete on that
date and that liquidated damages cannot be assesed after that
date.
Generallv, substantial completion is said to have occured on a
project when the owner has the use and benefit of the contractors
work and the project is capable of being used for its intended
purpose. 13 Am. Jur. 2d., Building and Construction Contracts,
§ 43; 5 McBride and Wachtel, Government Contracts" § 34.130;
Pierce, Construction Contracts 1986, Practicing Law Institute,
1986, at page 385; C.H. Leavell & Company v. Board of Commisioners
of the Port of New Orleans, 309 F.Supp. 626 (U.S. Dist. Ct. , E-D.
Louisiana, 1970); Aetna Casualty and Surety Co., v. Butte-Meade
Sanitary Water District, 500 F.Supp. 193, (U.S. Dist Ct., S.
South Dakota, 1980); Gary Construction Company, Inc., ASBCA
19306, 77-1 BCA 12, 461 (1977); J&A Pollin Construction Company,
GSBCA 27B0, 70-2 BCA 8562 (1970).
The factors to be considered in determining whether a project is
substantially complete are set forth in Berglund-Johnson, Inc.,
VACAB 965, 71-1 BCA 8834 as follows:
"The reported cases condisdereing substantial
completion as a basis for relief from assess
ment of liauidated damages generally
Leland D- Ford
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November 17, 1986
look to the percentage of the completed
as compared to the entire contract, the
volume and nature of the uncompleted work,
and most importantly, to the degree the
project is available for its intended use
in the absence of the uncompleted item or
items."
5 McBride and Wachtel, Government Contracts, § 34.130, supra,
at page 34-91 states that the "... real test of substantial
completion is the date on which the facilities may be occupied
or used and enjoyed by the owner for the purposes for which
they were intended . . .".
It is well settled that after substantial completion has been
obtained, the owner may not assess liquidated damages. 5
McBride and Wachtel, Government Contracts, § 34.130, supra; 2
Stein, Construction Law, section 6.07[3]; Pierce, Construction
Constracts 1986, Practicing Law Institute, supra, at page 386;
Continental Illinios Nat. Bank & Trust Company, v. United
States, 101 F. Supp. 755 (Ct. CI. 1952), cert. den. 343 U.S.
963 (1952); S.L. Rowland Construction Company v. Beall Pipe and
Tank Corporation, 540 P.2d 912, (Ct. App. Wa. 1975); Berglund-
Johnson, Inc., supra; Norair Engineering Corp., GSBCA 2728,
2985, 70-1 BCA 8350 (1970); T.J. Crooks, Jr. Constractor, CG3CA
T-206, 66-2 BCA 5775 (1966); Electrical Enterprises, Inc., IBCA
972-9-72, 74-1 BCA 10,400 (1974); Geroge E. Jensen, Contractor,
Inc., VACAB 606, 67-2 BCA 6506 (1967).
The Reliance Insurance Company respectfully requests and demands
that liquidated damages not be assessed and retained under the
contract after October 17, 1985, the date on which the state.
had full and unrestricted use of the project. Reliance further
demands that the sums currently being withheld by the state as
liquidated damages for untimely project completion be released
immediately to Reliance.
Pursuant to the provision of the Utah Prompt Payment Act, UCA
15-6-1 et. seq., Reliance also demands that interest be paid
forthwith to Reliance on the retainages and liquidated damages
that have been withheld under the contract.
Leland D. Ford
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These matters need to be resolved, the contract closed out,
and final payment recieved in the very near future. Please
repond at your earliest convenience.
Yours very truly.
'aul R. Howell
Attorney at Law
cc: Charles W. Langfitt, Esq.- Reliance Insurance Company
Richard E. Tasker- Forcon International
L: A7
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Afe n i o ra n d u in
CENTRAL FILE COPY
UTAH DEPARTMENT OP TRANSPORTATION
DATE- December 4» 1M.6
-pQ . Daniel Dake, P.E., Division Administrator
HFO-UT * Federal Highway Administration
FROM
09-C
. Bert L. Taylor, P.E.
Engineer for Construction
SUBJECT: Project iR-80-3(y5)102
Black Rock to Saltair
Liquidated Damages
cite case law to substantiate their position.
Kovell'a brief was requested by Lee Ford. In transmittihf^hii; l^tt^r to
us, Mr. Ford states he "...essentially agrees, vitii^the position ^t" Mr.,"
Howell's letter." Lee requested that Mr. Howell's letter 'be sent to you
for your review with the request that liquidated damages be waived
beyond me point at vhicli the public was able to use the facility.
Tne facts on the Black Rock project are these:
(1) Contract time was established as a completion day contract.
Contract tiae ended October 15, 1985.
(2) Items of worK to be completed were:
Bituminous Surface Course
Tenporary Striping
Signing
Signing (^routing)
Stress Wall
Riprap
Striping (Epcxy Point)
burlap Bag (Erosion Control)
Topsoil
(3) All work collate and time charges stopped June 12, 1'rSfa.
(A) In~ccnversatIon with the prcject engineer, the cocrleticn at tr.i
work by the contractor alter January 13, lGilo aid not inconvMiiir
the traveling public.
UDOT's position en the above problem is we feel there should be sone
flexibility in the charging of liquidated damages. There are tises when
neither the public nor UDOT is incouvienced by the extension c£ tice and
the position of Mr. Howell seens to be the correct one. There are otner
tines when either the public or UDOT is experiencing inconvier.ces and
full liquidated damages should apply to force the contractor into
completion.
Completed Oct. 17, 19G5
Oct. 17, 1985
Installed Jan. 13, 1986
Completed March m, 19o6
" March 27, i^bb
•* March 2'<S , I'mG
** May 29 , MM
" June 5,, 1M6
•* June 13, 1cMj
Daniel Dake
December 4, 1986
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I, tlierefore, request your review and comments to the position as stated
in Mr. Howell's letter. Following the receipt of your reply I would
request the opportunity tc discuss the piillosopny of use of and
specification language for liquidated damages.
Attachment (Letter to Lee Ford of Movember 17, 1986)
bcc: Gene Sturzenegger
Lee Ford
Joe Reaveley
John Nye
Darus Middleton
ELT/fw
7399R
^THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
STATE OF UTAH
DAVID L. WILKINSON
ATTORNEY GENERAL
PAUL M. TINKER
CHIEF DEPUTY ATTORNEV GENERAL
DAUJN W. JKN'SKN
Solicitor General
[)(>\.\LD S. OOLKM.W, Chief
Physicai Resources Division
V..\R\. K. DONIL'S. Chief
Govemnentai Affairs Division
STt'ART VS. IHNCKLKY. Chief
Human Re»ources Division
April 2, 1987
Paul R. Howell, Esq.
Howell, Fetzer & Hughes
Attorneys at Law
Suite 700, Continental Bank Building
200 South Main Street
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
Re: L.A. Young Sons Const. Co.,
Reliance Insurance Company
Black Rock to Old Saltair
Project No. IR-80-3(95)102
Dear Mr. Howell:
Inc. -
PAITL M. WARNER
ASSOCIATE DEPUTY ATTORNEV GENERAL
STKl'KKN G. SCHUKMJIMAV Chief
Ta« & Business Re-guia-_>o.-i Divis.oh
STK!JHK\ .;. SOHKXSOV Chief
L.aoaTiO" Divisio"
MICMAKL I) SMITH Chief
Civil Enfo'temtnt Division
This letter is in response to your letter of November
17, 1986 requesting that UDOT waive liquidated damages charged
after October 17, 1985 on the above-referenced Project.
For your information, we submitted your letter through
channels to the Federal Highway Administration for their review
and consideration. Although not a party to the contract, they
are nonetheless involved indirectly in decisions which would
alter or delete contract requirements.
After consideration of your request we are sorry to
inform you that we do not concur in your request nor in your
legal analysis. There are some important facts which must dp
considered in the analysis of this issue.
It is our understanding that the signing was not
completed on this Project until January 13, 1986. While it is
true that traffic may have been allowed use of the roadway on
October 17, 1985, it is not realistic to say that it was
"unrestricted". As you know, UDOT granted the contractor's
request for an extension of time to the extent of 85 days. This
is not an insignificant extension and in fact a majority of the
85-day extension will be absorbed by UDOT without federal-aid
participation.
2--M3 STATE CAPITOL SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH 84114 TELEPHON
Paul R. Howell, Esq.
April 2, 1987
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As you no doubt realize, Section 108.08 says nothing
about "substantial completion" which as I understand from your
letter is the basis under which you believe your client is
entitled to relief. The said specification does state two things
which we believe to be significant: One is the statement in the
first Paragraph that the daily sum specified is to be deducted as
"liquidated damages for Department's increased overhead" and two,
is the second Paragraph which contains the following language:
Permitting the contractor to continue and
finish the work or any part of it after the time
fixed for its completion, or after the date to which
the time for completion may have been extended, will
in no way operate as a waiver on the part of the
Department or any of its rights under the contract.
The Department may waive such portions of the
liquidated damages as may accrue after the work is in
condition for safe and convenient use by the traveling
public.
The way I read the above language is that a waiver of
charges is discretionary with UDOT if the "work is in condition
for safe and convenient use by the traveling public". In no way
can a roadway which lacks adequate signing be "safe and con
venient". Therefore it is useless to even consider October 17,
1985 as a cut-off date for liquidated damages.
It is also evident that if UDOT's "increased overhead"
is directly attributable to the Contractor's lack of diligence
in pursuing the work, or a delay attributable to any internal
problem which is the Contractor's responsibility, then the
"overhead" to UDOT which is caused by the Contractor would have
to be overlooked to allow a waiver of the liquidated damages.
My information is that UDOT's direct engineering changes on this
Project approximately equal the daily liquidated damage charge
imposed by the specification. I do not see how UDOT can waive
the charges under these circumstances.
One case which I recently discovered and which I think
has some parallels to our case is Sutter Corp. v. Tri-Boro Munic
ipal Authority, 487' A.2d 933 (Pa. Super. 1985). The Court in
that instance held the contractor to the clear contract language
(similar to UDOT's) even though there appeared to be "substantial
completion" in that a "punch list" had been prepared which the
contractor attempted to construe as tantamount to "substantial
completion".
tf
Paul R. Howell, Esq.
April 2, 1987
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Unfortunately for all of us the hemorrhaging caused by
the demise of L.A. Young Sons Construction and Lays Rock Products
continues for all of us.
Yours very truly,
LELAND D. FORD
Assistant Attorney General
LDF/gh
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SR155110 .'LV-06 CONCURRENT BILLING
FEDERAL C0HSTRUCTION
PRELIMINARY PHASE A
JAN-JUNE 1966
RUN DAT E 10 17/86
PAGE NO 1749
ACCOUNT AUTh OBJ STR PHA HOURS DIV SRC DOC DATE
212-000 5882 0605
212-000 5862-0 0623
212-000 5862 0623
212-000 5682-0 N 0677
212-000 58B2-0 N 0677
212-000 5862-0 N 0677
212-000 5882
212-000
212-000
212-000
212-000
212-000
212-000
5682-0
5682-0
5682-0
S6S2-0
5682-0
5682-0
212-000 5882
212-000 5882
213-000
213-000
213-000
213-000
213-000
213-000
5682-0
5682-0
5682-0
5682-0
5662-0
5882-0
5682
0677
0676
0676
0678
0676
0678
0678
0676
0501
0501
0623 OOOOO
0623
0623 OOOOO
0623
OOOOO 511
OOOOO 511
OOOOO 511
OOOOO 511
OOOOO 511
1 027933 85 •'12/31
1 027938 86 '01/31
1 027938 it '01/31
1 027*50 Bt/04/30
1 027950 66/06/30
MINOR SUBTOTAL
85B 1 0371-fi 86/06/30
MINOR SUBTOTAL
OOOOO 511 1 027938 86/01/31
OOOOO 511 1 027933 65/12/31
OOOOO 511 1 027950 86/06/30
MINOR SUBTOTAL
OOOOO 511
OOOOO 511
OOOOO 511
OOOOO 511
OOOOO 511
OOOOO 511
1 027933 85/12/31
1 027938 86/01/31
1 027938 66/01/31
1 027933 85/12/31
1 027950 86/06/30
1 027950 66/04/30
MINOR SUBTOTAL
SUBTOTAL
1 0371-R 86/06/30
... 2 862607 66/06/30
00005 85B I 021076 66/01/24
1 0366-R 86/01/31
00005 85B 1 021176 66/06/29
1 0371-fi 86/04/30
INDEX 5883 PROJECT H OOOOS 15
212-000 5683-0 0721
GROUPED URBAN
610 1 0366-fi 86/01/31
MINOR SUBTOTAL
SUBTOTAL
610 1 0366-k 66/01/31
212-000
212-000
5683
5683
213-000 5663-0
0721
0619
N-PARTIC DEFERRED PARTIC PCT FED PARTIC
.26
.28
.27
6.63
6.39
91.37
91.37
91.37
91.37
91.37
6.06
5.84
.S3 19.59 91.37 17.90
25.00 91.37 22.84
25.00 91.37 22.84
.06
.06
.06
91.37
91.37
91.37
.18 91.37
.15
.15
.40
3.75
3.72
9.56
91.37
91.37
91.37
91.37
91.37
91.37
3.43
3.40
8.75
.70
1.71
17.05
94.03
91.37
91.37
15.56
85.91
1.71
32.39CR
32.39
25.00
25.00CR
25-00
25.00CR
94.03
91.3?
91.37
91.37
91.37
91.37
91.37
91.37
29.59CR
29.59
22.84
22.64CR
22.84
22.B4CR
85.91
• ••
«•
• >a
**•
*••
***
DATES - P/E 84/10/01 CONS /
10000.00 91.37
/ R/M / /
9137.00
10000.00
10000.00
91.37
91.37
9137.00
9137.00
10000.OOCR 91.37 9137.OOCR **»
SR155110 (LV-06' CONCURRENT BILLING
FEDERAL CONSTRUCTION
PRELIMINARY PHASE A
JAN-JUNE 1986
RUN DATE 10'17/86
PAGE NO 1750
ACCOUNT AUTH OBJ STR PHA HOURS DIV SRC DOC, DATE
213-000 5SE3-0 C 0619 OOOOO 000 OOOOO 610 6 826553 86/01/10
5SE3 TOTAL
INDEX 5884 PROJECT M
212-OOC 5884-0 0721
OOOOS 16 GROUPED URBAN
610 1 0366-R 86/01/31
MINOR SLTBIOTAL
SUBTOTAL
212-OOC 5884 0721
212-OOC 5864
213-000 5884-0 0 0619
213-OOC 5E84-0 0619
586o
OOOOO 000 OOOOO 610 B 82^552 86/01/10
610 1 0H&-R 66/01/31
TOTAL
IR 00803 95 102 GROUPED INTERSTATE
OOOOO 000 OOOOO 612 8 817154 86/01/02
OOOOO 000 OOOOO 612
OOOOO 000 OOOOO 612
OOOOO 000 OOOOO 612
OOOOO 000 OOOOO 612
612
OOOOO 000 OOOOO 612
INDEX 5865
206-100 5885-0
206-100 5885-0
206-10C 5885-0
206-100 5885-0
206-100 5885-0
206-100 5885-0
206-100 5685-0
206-100
206-100
5685
5685
PROJECT
0733
0733
0733
0733
0733
0733
0733
0733
211-000 5885-0 0 0619 OOOOO
0619211-000
211-000
5865
5885
212-000 5865-0 0*01 01717
212-000 5885 —01
_ 817153 86/01/02
8 81427* 86/04/30
8 614760 86/07/16
8 617673 86/03/05
1 0371-G 66/06/30
6 817672 86/02/25
MINOS SUBTOTAL
SUBTOTAL
OOOOO 610 2 898109 86/06/27
MINOR SUBTOTAL
SUBTOTAL
OO160 161 5 041161 86/04/04
MINOR SUBTOTAL
N-PARTIC
212-000
212-000
5885-0
58S5-0
N 0-10
0410
01717
01717
OOOOO
ooooo
161 1 041099 86/04/04
161 1 0*1099 86/04/04
lie 15
212-000 5865 O410 MINOR SUBTOTAL ne 15
212-000 5885-0 0661 B5B 1 027906 B6/03/31
212-000
212-000
5865
5SS5
0661 MINOR SUBTOTAL
SUBTOTAL 118 15
DEFERRED PARTIC PCT FED PARTIC
10000.00
10000.00
DATES - P/E 84/10/01 CONS
22070.37
22070.3?
22070.37
22070.37
22070.37CR
22070.37
DATES - P/E
3353.78
20743.38
82136.35
175068.40
775.80
775.80CR
17863.47
299185.38
299165.38
84/11/27 CONS
94
4
4
4
•4
4
4
160.00
160.00
160.00
253.92
253.92
27.25
27.25
1035.00
103f.00
1316.17
9137.00
9137,00
/ R/H
20165.70
20165.70
20165.70
20165.70
20165.70CR
20165.70
/ /
85/03/22 R/M 85/05/03
150.67
150.6?
150.67
239.12
239.12
25.66
25.66
974.66
974.66
1239.44
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rACCOUNT AJTH
885-0 N
685-0 N
SR155110 ILV-06!
ACCOUNT AUTH
PRELIMINARY PHASE A
JAN-JLWE 1966
OBJ STR PHA HOURS DIV SRC DOC DATE (t-PARTIC
O401
0401 00999 424
0401
O401 00999 424
0401
0*01
0*01
0401 00999 424
OOD20 85B
OO080 741
00160 85B
OOO60 741
OO160 027
O0030 027
00010 021
00060 741
053006 66/05/30
052741 86/05/16
053856 86/05'30
052741 66/05'16
052027 86/05/16
052027 86/05/16
052021 86/05/16
061741 66/06/13
0401 f> MINOR SUBTOTAL 809.69
9.39
0410 <f
0410 ^
0410
0410 00999 424
0410 00999 424
0*10 00999 424
0*10
0410
0*10
0410
O410
0410
0410
0410
0410
0410 00999 424
0410
0410
0410
0410
0410
041C
0410
0410
0*10
0*10
0*10
0410
0410
0410
0410
0410
OOOOO 027
OOOOO 021
OOOOO 021
OOOOO 741
OOOOO 741
OOOOO 741
OOOOO 85B
OOOOO 85B
OOOOO 65B
OOOOO 027
OOOOO BOB
OOOOO BOB
OOOOO 027
OOOOO B5B
OOOOO 021
OOOOO 7*1
OOOOO 856
OOOOO 021
OOOOO 027
OOOOO 85B
OOOOO 027
OOOOO 027
OOOOO 021
OOOOO 856
OOOOO 858
OOOOO 022
OOOOO 731
OOOOO 021
OOOOO 85E
OOOOO B5B
COOOO 731
OOOOO 85B 012099 B6/01/24
204.54
136.04
173.99
28.64
241.10
70.88
321.46
9.39
214.51
78.18
97.72
1464.33
207.71
79.l£*
2573.33,
CONCURRENT BILLING
FEDERAL CONSTRUCTION
PRELIMINARY PHASE A
JAN-JUNE 1986
OBJ STR PHA HOURS DIV SRC DOC DATE N-PARTIC
125.91
00999
00999
OOOOO 021
OOOOO 858
OOOOO 027
OOOOO 021
424 OOOOO 741
424 OOOOO 741
424 OOOOO 741
424 OOOOO 741
424 OOOOO 741
424 OOOOO 741
OOOOO 027
OOOOO 022
OOOOO 86B
OOOOO 816
OOOOO 027
OOOOO 021
OOOOO 86B
OOOOO 021
OOOOO 85B
OOOOO 027
OOOOO B5B
OOOOO 027
OOOOO 85B
OOOOO 027
OOOOO 85B
OOOOO 818
424 OOOOO 741
424 OOOOO 741
OOOOO 161
OOOOO 87B
OOOOO 878
OOOOO 027
OOOOO 027
OOOOO 67B
OOOOO 021
OOOOO 161
OOOOO 876
OOOOO 027
OOOOO 027
OOOOO 021
OOOOO 021
OOOOO 676
OOOOO 027
1 032099
032099
247.06
29.47
42.28
175.02
1535.63
122.33
2131.04
67.55
40.49
74.18
57.28
719.50
44.96
154.83
28.19
DEFERRED
DEFERRED
PARTIC PCT FED PARTIC
23.06 >4.17 21.73
1*5.77 4.17 137.27
123.11 »4.17 115.93
145.77
276.35
K.J7 137.27
4.17 260.24
21.7323.06 4.17
20.19 »4.17 19.01
152.34 14.17 143.46
30304.01 (4.17 28537.26
40.12 4.17
4.17
37.76
2.17 4.17 2.04
16.35 • 4.17 15.40
47.63 4.17
•4.17
4.17
44.85
74.13 4.17 69.81
31.37 J4.17
4.17
29.54
6.60 4.17
4.17
4.22
49.47 4.17
4.17
44.59
2.17 4.17
4.17
4.17
4.1?
2.04
4.17
5540 4.17 52.36
18.03 4.17
4.17
4.17
16.98
342.29 4.17
4.17
322.33
11.93 4.17 Ml18.26 « 4.17
22.53 4.17
4.17
4.17
21.22
47.90 45.11
4.17
4.17
PARTIC
593.42
20.28
29.03
3.52
21.02
56.97
6.84
2i-.n
354.12
40.36
491.43
6.60
15.58
35.70
17.11
9.34
13.21
165.92
10.83
35.78
41.41
RUN DATE 10/17/86
PAGE NO 1754
PCT FED PARTIC
558.82
19.10
27.34
3.31
19.79
53.65
4.44
333.47
38.01
462.78
6.22
14.67
33.62
14.11
8.80
12.44
154.25
10.20
33.69
39.00
ACCOUNT AUTH
213-000 5885
Y
PRELIMINARY PHASE A
JAN-JUNE 1986
OBJ STR PHA HOURS DIV SRC DOC DATE
86/03/21
86/03/21
66/03/07
86/03/07
86/03/21
86/03'21
B6/03'21
66/03/07
86/03/07
86/03/07
66/03/07
86/03/07
86/03/07
86/03/21
86/03/21
86/06/13
86/06/13
N-PARTIC
202.87
179.57
00999 424
00999 424
0410
00000 021
OOOOO 027
OOOOO 85B
OOOOO 741
OOOOO 021
OOOOO 021
OOOOO 87B
OCOOO 021
OOOOO 741
OOOOO 027
OOOOO 021
OOOOO 027
OOOOO 65B
424 OOOOO 741
424 OOOOO 741
424 OOOOO 741
424 OOOOO 741
1 032099
1 032099
1 031099
I 031099
1 032099
1 032099
1 032099
1 031099
1 031099
1 031099
1 031099
1 031099
031099
1 032099
1 032099
1 061099
1 041099
HINOR SUBTOTAL
44.76
155. H
173.86
114.54
40.10
169.39
1528.67
69.86
70.88
14556.77
r*UL Hw i(S3
DEFERRED
£13-000 58B5-0 O501 /,
&13-O00 58B5-0 0501 ,v
856
85B
2 812022 86/06'30
2 612022 66/06/30
PARTIC PCT
94.17
94.17
FED PARTIC
352.52 94.17 331.97
26.41 94.17
94.17
24.87
6.50 94.17
94.17
94.17
94.17
4.12
39.04 94.17
94.17
94.17
94.17
94.17
36.78
16.12 94.17 15.16
16.35 94.17
94.17
15.40
3249.94 94.17 3040.46
1106.00 94.17 1041.52
43.80 94.17 41.25
1149.80 94.17 1062.77
31.53 94.17 29.69
89.43 94.17 £4.22
1.92 94.17 1.81
10.13
67.68
94.17 9.54
82.7694.17
15.24 94.17 14.35
56.7760.28 94.17
184.34 94.17 173.59
31.53 94.17 29.69
20.93 94.17 19.71
56.56 94.17 53.28
168.04 94.17
94.17
158.24
90.07 84.62
31.53 94.17 29.69
31.53 94.17 29.69
68.03 94.17 62.90
66.18 94.17
94.17
63.04
31.53 29.69
213-000 5685
-R155I10 (LV-04)
HINOR SUBTOTAL
000 OOOOO 85B
OOO OOOOO 85B
OOOOO 858
OOOOO 65B
000 OOOOO 856
OOOOO B5B
OOO OOOOO 65B
OOO OOOOO 85B
000 OOOOO 856
OOOOO 856
000 OOOOO 856
000 OOOOO 856
000 OOOOO B5B
000 OOOOO 65B
000 OOOOO 85B
000 OOOOO 85B
000 OOOOO 85B
000 OOOOO 856
CONCURRENT BILLING
FEDERAL CONSTRUCTION
PRELIMINARY PHASE A
JAN-JUNE 1986
RUN DATE 10/17/86
PAGE NO 1756
ACCOUNT AIRH
213-000 5865-0 0 0603 OOOOO
213-000 5885 0403
OBJ STR PHA HOURS DIV SRC DOC DATE N-PARTIC DEFERRED PARTIC PCT FED PARTIC
5.16 94.17 4.88
1123.88 94.17 1056.34
19.42 94.17 16.29
1:!? 94.1794.17
19.48 94.17 18.34
.83 94.17
ti 94.1794.17
18.34 94.17 17.27
12.17 94.17 11.46
.47 94.17
94.17
.63
13.09 12.33
•M 94.1794.17
94.176.09 5.73
27.45 94.17
94.17
25.85
.26
19.34 94.17 16.21
.83 94.17
5.81 134.05 94.17 126.11
102.74 94.17
94.17
94.77
102.76 96.77
205.52 94.17 193.54
94.50
25.00
94.17
94.17
68.99
23.54
132.00 94.17 124.30
25.00 94.17 23.54
14.9715.90 94.17
124.95
225.00
94.17 117.67
211.8894.17
162.00 94.17 152.56
180.61192.00 94.17
15.60 94.17 14.69
~ 25.00 94.17 23.54
25.00 94.17 23.54
25.00 94.17 23.54
213-000
213-000 5885-0
213-000 5665-0
213-000 5885
213-000
213-000
213-000
213-000
213-000
213-000
213-000
213-000
213-000
213-000
213-000
213-000
213-000
5885-D
5885-0
5885-0
5685-0
5685-0
5665-0
5865-0
!5-0
5885-0
5885-0
5865-0
5865-0
5885-0
0 0619
0 0619
0419
0623
0623
0623
0623
0623
0623
0623
0623
0623
0623
0623
06 ."3
0623
a*
OOOOO
00006
M*
OOOOO
OOOOO
OOOOO
OOOOO
OOOOO
OOOOO
OOOOO
OOOOO
OOOOO
OOOOO
OOOOO
OOOOO
OOOOO
OOOOO 658 2 862742 86/04/30
HINOR SUBTOTAL
1 027933j 027933
1 027939
1 027927
1 027927
1 02792B
1 027921
1 027921
1 027676
1 027676
1 027926
1 027876
1 027676
1 027948
1 027939
1 027948
1 027929
1 027929
85/12/31
85/12/31
86/02/28
85/09/30
85/09/30
65/10/31
85/08/31
85/08/31
B5/07/31
85/07/31
85/10/31
85/07/31
85/07/31
86/04/30
86/02/28
86/04/30
85/11/30
B5/11/30
HINOR SUBTOTAL
OOOOO 85B
OOOOO 85B
2 862292 86/04/16
2 862070 86/02/28
HINOR SUBTOTAL
OOO07 027
00005 85B
00006 027
00005 858
OO053 027
00595 85B
O0900 85B
00810 85B
00640 65B
00078 027
00005 65B
00005 85B
00005 858
1 021097
1 021097
I 021097
I 021097
1 021097j 021097
1 021097
1 021089
1 0210B9
1021089
021090
021090
021150
86/02/23
86/02/23
66/02/23
86/02/23
86/02/23
86/02/23
86/02/23
86/02/07
86/02/07
86/02/0?
66/02/07
86/02/07
86/04/28
(
c
PRELIMINARY PHASE
JAN-JUNE 1966
ACCOUNT AUTH OBJ STR PHA HOURS DIV SRC DOC DATE
1 021150 B6/04/2B
1 021141 66/04/15
1 02115C 86/04/26
1 021136 86/04/06
1 021135 86/04/05
1 021135 86/04/05
1 021136 86/04/06
1 021150 66/04/28j 021142 86/04/15
1 021142 66/04/15
1 021150 66/04/28
1 021141 86/04/14
1 021136 86/04/06
1 021135 86/04/05
1 021136 86/04/06
1 0369-D 86/04/30
1 0369-D 86/04/30
1 021135 B6/04/05
1 021135 66/04/05
1 021141 86/04/14
1 021135 66/04/05
1 021135 86/04/05
1 021168 86/05/16
1 021168 66/05/16
1 021168 86/05/16
1 021128 86/05/30
1 021126 86/05/30
1 02112E 8fc/05'30
1 021168 66/05/16
1 02116! 86/05/16
1 021166 86/05/16
1 091*16 86/01/31
1 021076 86/01/24
1 021076 86/01/24
1 021075 86/01/24
1 021076 86/01/24
1 021076 86/01/24
1 021075 86/01/24
1 027891 66/01/10
1 020169 86/01/07
1 02107C 86/01/07
1 0366-R 86/01/31
1 020169 B6/01/07
N-PARTIC
5885-0 0 0623 OOOOO 00005 65B
5885-0 0 0623 OOOOO 00830 85B
5865-0 0 0623 OOOOO 00003 027
5685-0 0 0623 OOOOO 00012 65B
5S85-0 0 0623 OOOOO 00211 027
5665-0 0 0623 OOOOO 00193 027
5685-0 0 0623 OOOOO 00005 85B
5885-0 0 0623 OOOOO 000 03 027
5885-0 0 0623 OOOOO 00005 85B
5885-0 0 0623 OOOOO 00005 85B
5885-0 0 06 23 OOOOO 00770 85B
5685-0 0 0623 OOOOO 00042 027
5685-C 0 0623 OOOOO 00595 85B
58S5-0 0 0623 OOOOO 00031 027
5B65-0 0 0623 OOOOO 00005 85B
5885-0 0623 027
58S5-0 0623 024
5685-0 0 0623 OOOOO 00026 027
5885-0 0 0623 OOOOO OO065 027
58B5-0 0 0623 OOOOO 00063 021
0275885-0 0 0623 OOOOO 00013
5885-0 0 0623 OOOOO 00010 027
5885-0 0 0623 OOOOO OO036 027
5885-0 0 0623 OOOOO 00033 021
5885-0 0 0623 OOOOO 00005 658
5865-0 0623 B5B
5885-0 0623 027
5885-0 0623 856
5885-0 0 0623 OOOOO 00005 85B
5685-0 0 0623 OOOOO 00093 027
5885-0 0 0623 OOOOO 00620 B5B
7415885-0 0 0623 OOOOO OOOOO
5685-0 0 0623 OOOOO 00005 85B
5885-0 0 0623 OOOOO 00240 856
5885-0 0 0623 OOOOO 00065 021
5885-0 0 0623 OOOOO 00875 85B
5885-0 0 0623 OOOOO 00005 85B
5885-0 0 0623 OOOOO O0038 021
7315885-0 0 0623 OOOOO 00100
5885-0 0 0623 OOOOO 00065 021
5885-0 0 0623 OOOOO 00600 856
5EB5-0 0623 85B
5885-0 0 0623 OOOOO 00040 027
SR155110 (LV-06; CONCURRENT BILLING
FEDERAL CONSTRUCTION
PRELIMINARY PHASE A
JAN-JUNE 1966
ACCOUNT AUTH OBJ STR PHA HOURS DIV SRC DOC DATE N-PARTIC
213-000 5SS5
213-000
213-000
213-000
213-000
213-000
213-000
213-000
213-000
213-000
213-000
885-0
885-0
5885-0
"885-0
£85-0
685-0
865-0
865-0
885-0
B85-0
OOOOO
0623^; tAj_
N 062? 'OOOOO
N 0625 OOOOO
N 0625 OOOOO
0 0625 OOOOO
N 0625 OOOOO
N 0625
0625
N 0625 OOOOO
N 0625
0 0625 OOOOO
OOO05 B5B
00056 027
00004 658
00005 85B
00530 85B
00078 741
00005 B5B
00005 B5B
00005 858
0O041 027
00061 027
00750 85B
00600 65B
00036 021
00005 85B
00214 027
00005 85B
027
00005 856
HINOR SUBTOTAL
OOOOO
OOOOO
OOOOO
OOOOO
OOOOO
OOOOO
027 1
027 1
741 1
741 1
741 1
741 1
741 1
741 1
MJ 1OOOOO 02
021107 66
021107 86
091433 86
091416 66
091453 86
0369-R 86
0369-R 66
0914*0 86
091467 66
021175 66
/03/I1/03/ij
/03/31
/01/31
/05/31
/04/30
/04/30
/04/30
/06/30
/06/30
\+y>213-000 5885 0625 ,^pj.1 HINOR SUBTOTAL
0629 OOOOO 000
0629 OOOOO 000
0429 OOOOO 000
0629 OOOOO 000
0629 OOOOO 000
0629 OOOOO 000
0629 OOOOO 000
0629 OOOOO 000
766.65
136.26
2499.92
DEFERRED
DEFERRED
PARTIC PCT FED PARTIC
25.00 U.17 23.54
174.30 4.17 164.14
40.50 U.17 3B.14
211.56 )*.l? 199.23
63.30 U.17 59.61
40.53
25.00
14.17 38.17
14.17 23.54
66.00 4.17 62.15
25.00 14.17 23.54
25.00 U.17 23.54
161.70 U.17 152.27
10.50 4.17 9.89
124.95 '4.17 117.67
6.51 U.17 6.13
25.00
7.74
4.1? 23.54
U.17 7.29
7.74CR U.17 7.29CR
7.00 U.17 6.59
17.85 U.17 16.81
14.94 '4.17 14.07
175.50 14.17 1*5.27
207.17220.00 U.17
9.00 U.17 8.48
5.94 '4.17 5.59
25.00 U.17 23.54
20.00 U.17 18.63
12.42
20.00
'4.17 11.70
U.17 18.63
25.00 U.17 23.54
23.25 •4.17 21.89
130.20 U.17 122.61
111.31
25.00
U.17
•4.17
104.82
23.54
46.00 '4.17 45.20
14.45 '4.17 13.61
262.50 U.17 247.20
25.00 4.1? 23.54
6.46 4.17
4.17
6.06
18.00 16.95
14.45 U.17 13.61
180.00 4.17
4.17
169.*1
23. U25.00
12.00 U.17 11.30
PARTIC
25.00
11.20
20.00
25.00
111.30
16.38
25.00
25.00
25.00
7.38
15.25
187.50
126.00
6.48
25.00
44.94
25.00
156.76
25.00
4465.26
265.04
RUN DATE 10/17/86
PAGE NO 1756
4.17
FED PARTIC
23.54
10.55
18.63
23.54
104.81
15.43
23.54
23.54
23.54
6.95
14.36
176.57
118.65
6.10
23.54
42.32
23.54
149.50
23.54
4204.88
249.59
265.04CR
9ii'
249.59CR
1146.72
1144.72 4.17
J:i?
4.17
4.17
4.17
4.17
1079.87
1079.87
ACCOUNT AUTH
13-000 5885
213-000
213-000
213-000
213-000
213-000
213-000
213-000
2I3-OO0
213-000
213-000
213-000
213-000
213-000
213-000 5865
213-000 5885
213-000
213-000
5885-
5685-
213-000 5885
213-000 5885
213-000 58B5-0
Ifc^£ ">**..^V* I"LM-! i<>*
ELIMINARY PHASE A
JAN-JUNE 1966
DATEOBJ STR PHA HOURS DIV SRC DOC N-PARTIC DEFERRED PARTIC PCT FED PARTIC
122.14
107,88
113.86
89.97
54.61
. 94.17
94.17
94.17
94.17
94.17
115.02
101.59
107.22
8*. 72
51.43
1044.61 94.17 1002.55
44.00
295-91
B.Bl
359.50
97.91
57.93
94.17
94.17
94.17
94.17
94.17
94.17
41.43
276.66
8.30
336.54
92.20
54.55
864.06 94.17 813.66
59.26
35.00
9.95
74.00
67.50
390.00
94.17
94.17
94.17
94.17
94.17
94.17
55.81
32.96
9.37
69.69
63.56
347.26
635.71 94.17 596.65
27.66
66.6B
3.B8
94.17
94.17
94.17
26.05
83.51
3.65
120.22 94.17 113.21
137.87
175.64
94.17
94.17
129.83
165.40
313.51 94.17 295.23
•s
766.00
661.00
12.66
1639.46
94.17
94.17
94.17
94.17
721.34
810.80
11.92
1544.06
11.84 94.17 11.15
0629 OOOOO 000 OOOOO
0629 OOOOO 000 OOOOO
0629 OOOOO OOO OOOOO
0629 OOOOO 000 OOOOO
0629 OOOOO OOO OOOOO
0629 .•jK>"-"\^
0636^00000 000 OOOOO
0636
0636
0636
0636 ,
<** v^
0644"OOOOO OOO OOOOO
0644 OOOOO 000 OOOOO
0644 00006
0644 OOOOO 000 OOOOO
0644 OOOOO 000 OOOOO
0644 OOOOO 000 OOOOO
W4* •. ^
0653 sri-t^ • 00096
0653 Y • .VOO024
0653 ^ -^ 00006
0653m/^'
0659 OOOOO OOO OOOOO
0459 OOOOO 000 OOOOO
04592Vj£^ *M
0661 OOOOO OOOOO
0661 OOOOO OOOOO
0661 OOOOO 000 OOOOO
85B 6 862062 86/03/06
85B 8 861697 B6/02/19
85B 8 861909 86/02/19
85B 8 862725 B6/07/25
B5B 8 662485 86/06/16
HINOR SUBTOTAL
B5B
B5B
85B
85B
85B
85B
868618 66/02/03
617792 86/02/26
617754 86/02/28
817794 86/02/28
614953 86/06/30
614941 86/06/30
HINOR SUBTOTAL
85B 8 868870 86/02/21
85B 6 869561 66/06/18
85B 1 166018 66/01/07
85B 8 868959 86/03/10
658 6 869062 66/03/14
85B 8 869277 66/05/13
HINOR SUBTOTAL
85B 1 IB6018 66/01/07
85B 1 186018 86/01/07
856 1 166018 86/01/0?
HINOR SUBTOTAL
85B
856
6 B32171 66/02/28
6 869562 66/06/18
HINOR SUBTOTAL
85B 1 027920 86/05/31
85B 1 027937 86/06/30
B5B 8 668947 86/03/11
0661
0465
HINOR SUBTOTAL
00001 85B 1 166018 86/01/07
;V
iR155110 (LV-06) CONCURRENT BILLING
FEDERAL CONSTRUCTION
PRELIMINARY PHASE A
JAN-JUNE 1986
RUN DATE 10/17/86
PAGE NO 1760
ACCOUNT AUTH
213-003
213-000
5885-0
5885-
213-O0<3 5885
213-000
213-O0<3
! 13-000
113-00(3
213-0013
213-000
213-000
213-000
213-000
213-000 5665
213-000
213-000
213-000
213-000
213-000
5885-
5885-
5685-
5865-
5685-
13-00C 5685
OBJ STR PHA HOURS DIV SRC DOC DATE
066'
066*
00002 85B
OOOOO 000 OOOOO 65B
1 186018 86/01/07
6 669159 86/04/09
0445 HINOR SUBTOTAL
OOOOO 511 1 027927 85/09/30
OOOOO 511 1 027928 85/10/31
OOOOO 511 1 027921 B5/0B/31
OOOOO 511 1 027676 65/07/31
OOOOO 511 1 027948 66/04/30
OOOOO 511 1 027933 85/12/31
OOOOO 511 1 027939 86/02/26
OOOOO 511 I 027939 86/02/28
OOOOO 511 1 027929 85/11/30
HINOR SUBTOTAL
0478 -J'
0697 OOOOO 000
0697 OOOOO 000
0697 OOOOO 000
0697 OOOOO 000
0697 OOOOO 000
0697
HINOR SUBTOTAL
6 661852 66/01/26
B 861695 66/01/03
8 862200 86/03/27
6 862050 86/03/06
8 862050 86/03/06
HINOR SUBTOTAL
N-PARTIC
.18
:»
.16
.01
.26
.18
1.26
.47
.66
.44
.01
.29
:»
.14
.47
3.26
DEFERRED PARTIC
2.49
190.88
PCT FED PARTIC
94.17
94.17
205.21 94.17
11.00
.37
94.17
K:B
94.17
94.17
94.17
94.17
94.17
.176.89 94
94.17
94.17
94.17
94.17
94.1?
94.17
94.17
94.17
94.17
94.17
11.04
10.39
7.41
15.55
3.45
10.96
77.04 94.17
94.17
94.17
94.17
94.17
94.17
192.66 94.17
2.34
179.75
193.24
10.36
.35
6.49
10.40
9.78
6.96
14.64
3.25
10.32
72.57
61.76
46.61
11.47
50.29
11.30
181.43
^R155110 (LV-06 CONCURRENT BILLING
FEDERAL CONSTRUCTION
PRELIMINARY PHASE A
JAN-JUNE 1986
RUt> DATE it 17,8*
PAGE NO 1761
ACCOUNT AUTH
213-000 5865-0
213-OOC 5885-0
213-000 5885-0
213-000 5685-0
OBJ STR PHA HOURS DIV SRC DOC DATE
0733
0733
0733
0733
0733
OOOOO OOOOO 612 1 080934 86/01/22
OOOOO OOOOO 612 1 080934 86/01/22
OOOOO OOOOO 612 1 080934 66/01'22
OOOOO OOOOO 612 1 060937 66/02/28
588J
58SJ
213-000
213-000
214-000
214-000
214-000
214-OOC
214-000
214-000
214-000
214-000
214-000
214-000
214-000
214-000
214-000
214-000
214-000
214-000
214-000
214-000
214-000
214-000
214-OOC
214-000
214-000
214-000
214-000
214-OO0
214-000
5885-0 N 0401
5685-0 N 0401
5685-0 N 0401
5685-0 N 0401
5885-0 N 0401
5685-0 N 0401
5885-0 N 0401
5685-0 N 0401
5685-0 N 0401
5685-0 N 0401
5685-0 N 0401
5685-0 0401
5685-0 0401
5685-0 0401
5685-0 0401
5685-0 N 0401
5885-0 H 0401
5885-0 0401
5885-0 0*01
5665-0 0401
5685-0 0401
5885-0 0401
5685-0 0401
5685-0 N 0401
5685-0 N 0401
5865-0 N 0401
5665-0 0401
00999
00999
214-000 5665
214-000 5885-0
214-O00 5865-0
214-000 5865-0
214-000 5865-0
214-000 5£65-0
0401
0410
0410
0410
0410
0410
00999
00999
00999
00999
00999
HINOR SUBTOTAL
SUBTOTAL
00060 022
00060 022
00040 022
00040 022
00080 022
O0O40 022
00040 022
00040 022
00040 022
00040 022
00040 022
00040 022
000*0 022
604 00060 541
604 00030 541
00020 022
OO020 022
00020 022
00040 022
00020 022
604 00020 541
604 00040 541
604 00040 541
00040 022
00040 022
00040 022
00999 604 00040 541
HINOR SUBTOTAL
604 OOOOO 541
OOOOO 022
604 OOOOO 541
OOOOO 022
OOOOO 022
1 042099 86/04/18
1 042099 86/04/18
1 042099 66/04/18
1 042099 86/04/18
I 052099 66/05/14
N-PARTIC DEFERRED PARTIC PCT FED PARTIC
192,00 94.17 160.81
12,45 94.1? 11.72
54.02 94.17
.73 94.17 .69
54.02 205.18 94.17 193.22
17930.73 47099.06 94.17 44353.11
94.78 94.17
101.97 94.17
51.57 94.17
44.50 94.17
113.30
51.57
94.17
94.1744.|0 94.17
94.17
56i65 94.17
46.19 9*.17
44.50 94.17
9B.11 94.17 92.39 ///•**
101.97 94.17 96.03 ///»«
107.40 94.17 101.14 M>
58.34 94.17 54.94 as*
33.99 94.17
26.32 94.17
23.10 94.17 21.75 ///*•«
69.29 94.17 65.25 ///•»*
32.70 94.1? 30.79 ///*»•
34.08 94.17 32.09 »*•
77.79 94.17 73.25 *••
71.60 9*.17 67.43 «••
59.22
56.65
94.1?
94.17
44.50 94.17
202.04 94.17 190.28 *••
923.76 676.44 94.17 825.34
69.51
17.21
94.17
94.17
16.03 94.17 15.10 •*•
74.62 94.17
34.89 94.17 32.86 ••»
SR155U0 (LV-06; CONCURRENT BILLING
FEDERAL CONSTRUCTION
PRELIMINARY PHASE A
JAN-JUNE 1986
RUN DATE 10/17/66
PAGE NO 1762
ACCOUNT AUTH
214-000
214-000
214-000
21 4-0 00
214-OOC
214-000
214-000
214-000
214-000
214-000
214-000
214-000
214-000
214-000
214-000
5865-0
5885-0
5885-0
5885-0
5885-0
5865-C
5885-0
5865-0
5885-0
5865-0
5885-0
5B65-0
5865-0
5885-0
5865-0
214-000 5885
214-000
214-000
214-000
2U-000
214-000
214-000
214-000
214-000
214-000
214-000
214-000
214-000
214-000
214-000
214-000
214-000
214-000
5B85-0
5865-0
5885-0
5885-0
5865-0
5885-0
5685-0
5885-0
5685-0
5685-0
5885-0
5685-0
5685-0
58B5-0
5885-0
5685-0
5685-0
214-000 5865
214-000
214-000
214-000
214-000
214-000
214-000
214-000
5885-0 N
5865-0
5885-0
5865-0
5885-0
5885
5885
OBJ STR PHA HOURS DIV SRC DOC DATE
86/05/16
84/05/16
86/05/16
66/05/02
66/05/02
86/03/21
86/03/21
86/02/21
86/02/07
86/02/21
86/02/07
B6/01/24
86/01/24
66/06/30
86/04/30
OOOOO 022
OOOOO 022
OOOOO 022
604 OOOOO 541
604 OOOOO 541
OOOOO 022
OOOOO 022
OOOOO 022
OOOOO 022
OOOOO 022
OOOOO 022
OOOOO 022
OOOOO 022
604 OOOOO 541
541604 OOOOO
1 052C99
1 O52099
1 052099
1 051099
1 051099
1 032099
1 032099
1 022099
1 024099
1 022099
1 OS2099
1 012099
I 012099
1 062099
1 062099
0410
0410
0410
0410 00999
0410 00999
0410
0410
0410
0410
0410
0*10
:*io
^410
^410 00999
tHIO 00999
C410 HINOR SUBTOTAL
0623
06 23
:t23
0623
0623
0fc23
Ot23
0*23
Ot23
0623
0623
06 23
0623
0623
0623
0423
0423
0623
0463
0663
0663
0663
0663
0663
OOOOO
OOOOO
OOOOO
OOOOO
OOOOO
OOOOO
OOOOO
OOOOO
OOOOO
OOOOO
OOOOO
OOOOO
OOOOO
OOOOO
OOOOO
000O5 022
OO035 022
00115 022
00075 022
022
022
OO030 022
00060 022
O0025 022
00002 022
00055 541
00002 022
OOO02 022
00001 022
00127 541
0OO60 022
00002 541
HINOR SUBTOTAL
00001 022
00001 022
00002 022
OO005 022
00002 022
186032 86/03/11
186012 86/01/03
166052 66/05/10
166062 86/06/01
186042 66/06/01
HINOR SUBTOTAL
SUBTOTAL
N-PARTIC
72.20
72.20
34.13
34.13
1966.67
DEFERRED PARTIC PCT
9*.17
9*. 17
94.17
94.17
FED PARTIC
21.44 94.17
94.17
94.17
94.17
94.17
94.17
94.17
94.17
94.17
20.19 *»»
21.66 94.17
94.17
20.42 **•
94.04 94.17 88.57
130.00 94.17 122.42 **•
7.00 94.17
94.17
6.59
43.70 41.15
28.50 94.17 26.84
72.20CR 94.17
94.17
67.99CR
11.40 94.17 10.74
22.60 94.17 21.47
9.50 94.17 6,95
34.00 94.17 32.02
9.90 94.17 9.32
39.00 94.17 36.73
3*. 00 94.17 32.02
3*. 00 94.17 32.02
22.86 94.17 21.53
12.60
27.00
94.1794.l) 11.8725.43 •*•
394.06 94.17 371.11
34.36CR
94.17
94.17 32.36CR «•*
67.74 94.17 63.79 »•*
153.73 94.17
94.17
144.77 ••>
63.67 59.96 «•»
250.78 94.17
94.17
236.16
1615.32 1521.18
-
X~
^
^
^
M
^^
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
W
'J
K
,W
M
W
K
'M
M
,J
,,J
K
',>
'',
>
M
W
M
kJ
lJ
M
IO
Kl
M
W
M
M
M
O
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
6
o
o
o
o
o
o
b
o
6
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
6
o
5
8
o
5
5
o
o
6
5
o
o
6
o
o
6
22
22
22
m
C
O
O
*™
re
m
m
w
ro
0B
ttt
n0
°O
O
tB
ai
tB
(B
OO
0O
0O
OO
OO
a>
lB
(B
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Time extension SaltairMo Blackrock
Proposed time extension 42 days plus 14 days due rain
{See attached project calender).
LThe 42 day time extension runs from .Tan .J^ .1.98^ through
Feb .2^4 ,198^. The 14 day time extension includes VKe"" following
March 11,1986
March 13,1986
March 14 ,1986
Apri1 2,1986
April 9,1986
April 11,1986
April 16,1986
April 17,1986
April 23,1986
April 25, 1986
May 6, 1986
May 7,1986
May 8, 1986 /
May 9, 1986 ^
,M •MM*
^AAMA?5^&
M ^ ^^r
The above dates are no work dates substantiated by
project records.
Your review and recommendations are requested.
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Liquidated Damages
Pertinent Dates and Events
Bid Opening
Contract Award Date
Pre-Construction Conference
Completion Date-Contract
Time Extensions Granted:
Pit Error 43 days
Miscellaneous 42 days
Completion date - extended
First Day topsoil hauled
Paving completed - 1-80
Sign Installation Complete
No work Performed (42 days)
1986
Resumption of top soil haul
Last day spread top soil
Suspension of time charges
Work performed after termination
of time charges
Final inspection
Punch list to contractor
Intermittent work on punch
List items
23 April 1985
30 April 1985
10 May 1985
15 Oct 1985
8 January 198 6
17 October 1985
25 October 1985
13 January 1985
(89% of all work complete)
14 January to 24 February
7 April 1986
3 June 1986
(93% of all work complete)
13 June 1986
(95% complete)
Seeding, reinstall
delineators, slope
protection, clean up
21 July 1986
23 July 1986
23 July to
1986
20 September
(Final weekly project report indicates punch list complete as of
9-12-86)
fx **
LIQUIDATED DAMAGES
Contract completion date - October 15 1985
Owner Caused Delay - Time extension - 43 days:
Extended Completion Date November 27, 1985
Time Actually charged - Calendar days:
November 28, 1985 - January 13, 1986:
(47 days)
January 14, 1986 - February 24, 1986
(42 days - no work, no time charged)
February 25, 1986 - Contractor resumed
work-time charges resume.
June 13, 1986 - Work sufficiently
completed to terminate time charges
(109 days charged)
total time charges:
November 28, 1985 - January 13, 1985 - 47 days
February 25, 1986 - June 13, 1986 = 109 days
Total 156 days
EFFECTIVE DATE - TIME EXTENSION:
October 15, 1986 Completion date
85 day extension (43 & 42 days)
January 8, 1986 - Effective Completion date
January 8, 1986 - June 13, 1986 = 156 days
ASSESSED PER CONTRACT:
156 days x $600.00 = $93,600.00
Actual Engineering charges
Incurred by UDOT:
December 1985 17,601.37
January - June 1986 65,029.79
$82,631.16
July 1, 1986 to Sep. 30, 1988 $36,895.65
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Contract Kaie Contract Cost Projected Billings Unbilled Earned Cost To 6/P To I Earned Cost
Atount B/P (Excess) Contract Date Date [dip let e Previous Previous
J4 5cipic 6334289 6734358
-480149 6297551 36658 6334289 673435B
-488149 1 5741672 5908065
J19 Drei 6686966 6315594 371372 6492813 194153 6686966 i3l5594 371372 1 4575699 485178S
J20 Buriester 10622262 8280137 2422065 18622262 8 18622282 8288137 2422865 1 1B29B2B5 7715862
J21 Hinkley 1357742 11137B9 243953 1132494 22524B 1357742 1113789 243953 1 226373 189193
J22 Black Rock 2882743 1994842 888761 2B02743 0 2BB2743 1994B42 888781 1 24BB535 I3B7676
J23 Notii 121130 97575 23555 121138 1 121138 97575 23555 1 82238 34466
J25 Coal Hill 276774 2637B6 129BB 276774 8 276774 263786 12988
J26 Oltsted 198128 172925 17203 19012B 8 190123 172925 17283
J27 Ren's Res 28720 22593 6127 2B728 6 28728 22593 6127 1 5863 3936
J28 Piute-Sv 26241B 179755 22663 202418 0 282416 179755 22663
J29 800 No. Orel 1629345 1442514 1B6B31 1589345 40006 1629345 1442514 186831
J36 Monroe Biv 98825 88469 18336 9BB25 0 98825 80489 16336
J31 Monroe So 25580 13783 11797 25500 8 25588 13783 11797
J33 Dan Sill 711125 597569 113556 711125 1 711125 597569 113556
J34 Hattis Rd 2872256 1791734 280522 2B52599 19657 2072256 1791734 2BB522
J35 Saltaire 8915893 7649979 1265914 8204546 573412.6 8777952. 7531624 1246328. 8.98452 3
J36 San Fitch 9B8BB 81228 17652 97613 1267 9BB88 B122B 17652
J37 Willow Zri 181599 88178 13429 101599 6 181599 88176 13429
J33 Sunnyside 2689602 2223732 665B70 312848 367306.B 419346.B 322714 96632.85 0.14512-
J39 flonore Dive 20508 15979 4521 20560 8 26588 15979 4521
JAB Lacepoint 4112864 3614831 498033 1525444 434014.8 1959458. 17221B5 237273.8 8.47642
J160 Lays Ops 631853 497108 13*753 6j1853 0 633853 497180 134753
3120 Jones Rd 1997489 1736BBc 26BcB3 1997489 0 1997489 1736866 266683 1452848 1161618
J121 Salina Ck 124152 98392 25260 124152 8 124152 9B892 25260 7238 6114
J122 Sreen Rv 979506 886725 372775 743313 9B219.9 541532.9 775455 66877.9 0.9el23E
J205 fiEC Misc 161535 14B498 13045 161535 6 161535 148498
8
13845 I
J210 Bradley 3999B 29556 10442 39996 8 39998 29556 18442 1 24966 16606
J211 Seyer 5764 4388 1464 5764 0 5764 4368 1464 1 4148 340£
J212 VCB 3427 4949
-1522 3427 8 3427 4949
-1522 3 1BB8 1563
J213 SfiflK 25800 21644 335s 25888 8 25088 21644 3356 1 5300 2864
J214 McDonald 38583 36978 -63B7 30583 8 3B5B3 36978
-6387 1
J215 OldroyO 126893 106533 19560 106832 7424.949 14256.9 96533 7723.94 8.986132
J216 Johnson 3748 retJJJ 3193 3748 6 3748 JJJ 3193 1
J217 Breenxood 78862 29172 48828 38555 39445 78068 29172 40828 1
J2B2 Suko 163448 148055 15393 163448 0 16344B 14BB55 15393 1
♦♦Unallocated Equipient Cost
Totals 53662611 46364229 7297782 46773866 2076667. 4335866? 42418948 6439667,
♦♦Unallocated eauipient costs incurred
havE been fully allocated in the current period.
20
8 24898933 28423162
Sfc
6/P Current Current Current Cost To
Previous Earnings Cost S/P Cotplete
-166393 592537 826293 -233756 8 J4 Scipio
523931 2111267 2263806 -152539 8 J19 Drei
2574423 331937 4B4275 -152358 8 J20 Buriester
371B8 1131369 924596 286773 8 J21 Hinkley
1892859 322288 686366 -284158 8 J22 Black Rock
47744 38988 63639 -24189 8 J23 Notai
276774 263786 12988 8 J25 Coal Hill
190128 172925 17283 6 J26 Dltsted
1933 22857 18663 4194 8 J27 Rex's Res
202410 179755 22663 8 J2B Piute-Sv
1629345 1442514 186831 8 J29 880 No. Orel
9BB25 88489 18336 8 J30 Monroe Div
25580 13703 11797 8 J31 Monroe So
711125 597569 113556 6 J33 Dan Sill
2072256 1791734 280522 8 J34 tiattis Rd
B777952. 7531624 1246328. 118355 J35 Saltaire
9B888 81228 17652 0 J36 San Pitch
1B1599 B8378 13429 8 J37 UilloH Crk
419346.8 322714 96632.85 1983618 J3B Sunnyside
28580 15979 4523 0 J39 Monroe Dive
1959458. 1722185 237273.8 1B92646 J48 Lakepoint
631853 497100 134753 6 J186 Lavs Dps
351236 544649 635196 -98547 0 J126 Jones Rd
1116 116922 9277B 24144 8 J123 Sahns Ck
941532.9 775455 166e77.9 31278 J122 6reen ftv
8 8 8
161535 148498 13845 8 J285 ABC Misc
8366 15832 12958 28B2 8 J21B Bradley
748 1624 988 724 8 J211 Seyer
232 1627 3381 -1754 8 J212 VCB
2436 197BB 18788 92B 8 J213 Shaw
36583 36978 -6387 8 J214 McDonald
114256.9 96533 17723.94 18808 J215 OldrDyd
374B 555 3193 6 J216 Johnson
78B6B 29172 48828 0 J217 Breentiood
163448 148855 15393 8 J282 Sufco
4475771 0 23951674 21987779 196189fcT 8 3953289
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